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Record relay on% ‘worry Distance champs 
Area athletes top the 
events at first meet of 
track and field season 
Rained upon relay teams 
undeterred as they raise 
money for cancer 
\COMMUNITY 61 \NEWS A1 0. \SPORTS 65 
Pipeline planners here 
promoting the safety of 
ships carrying petroleum 
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care facilities in the area for the Northern Health Authority. 
4 t h  care advocat 
other Grade 3 student 
By MARGARET SPURS 
THIEVES have helped themselves to two ATVs 
that local Shriners were raffling off to raise money 
to send sick children to hospital for treatment. 
The two 2006 Arctic Cat 4OOs, one green and 
one red, were stolen from a fenced yard at Queen- 
sway Mini Storage May 8. 
Shriner Dave Parker said last week he under- 
‘stood that the culprits got in by cutting the fence 
and then cutting the chains holding-the ATVs onto 
a trailer. They then movd the machines out of the 
1 compound by hand. . *’ 
“It’s a frktration to the Shriners but as far as I’ Parker believes the quads are worth 
I’m concerned it’s a direct attack on helpless peo- $8,500 each and, when the insurance pre 
ple,” Parker said. are figured in, the total eould be close to .$ 
The Terrace Shriners pay for the hospital care The theft caused Shriners to m i s s  one 
of 11 children in the Terrace-Kitimat club district, selling raffle tickets, time that’s 
said Parker. . the lottery branch locks organi 
‘‘Every time we send a child to hospital - some cific timetable to sell tickets. 
go once a year and some more often - their par- 
ent or guardian goes with them and Shriners pay ,, said. “We’re’conthihg on with 
for that,” said Parker. “We’ve got to fundraise all sured them (ATVs) through IC 
year long.” means that you and I get to pay for that.” 
The ATV raffle is the local S F r s ’  major 
fundraising campaign for the year. 
“Fortunately we had storage ins 
% 
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Spirit bears officially unveiled 
SEVEN colourful guests now grace the streets of Terrace. 
The city and the B.C. Lions, Society officially unveiled 
seven spirit bear sculptures in front of about 50 people at city 
hall May 12 before they were installed in various locations 
around the city. The sculptures are life-size fiberglass rep- 
licas of Kermode bears that weigh about 120 pounds. Each 
has a unique namG and design. 
“All of them have a different look to them but they are all 
beautiful pieces. Everyone has different ideas and focuses,” 
said Joe Mandur Jr., a local artist who designed three of the 
bears including the one in the Terrace library. 
Although each design process varied, most of the sculp- 
tures took a long time to complete and the process was mul- 
tifaceted, Mandur Jr. said. 
“I listen to the sponsors, to what they want,” he said. 
“Then I go home and sleep on it and come up with an an- 
swer” 
One of the bears he designed, “Gone Fishing,” has a fish 
in its paws and is iridescent black. 
“When the sun lights it up, it’s like magic,” said the art- 
ist’s mother, Teresa Mandur. 
The bear took up to three months to design and 40 hours 
to paint its 30 coats. Mandur Jr. also had to order the fish 
piece from California 
The, artist’s second bear unveiled that day, “All Spruced 
. Up,” had a white foundation and \vas covered in a mosaic of 
logging photos from Terrace’s past contributed by more than 
30 people. 
The Spirit B&s in the City public art campaign is part 
of the B.C. Lions Society drive to raise money for children 
with disabilities. ‘ 
Companies and indiiiduals sponsored the sculptures and 
they will be auctioned off in October. 
Other spirit bears in the city were designed by Warren 
Adams, Tamara Skubovius, James Grant, Dyan Myhr, Lynn 
Christiansen, Roxanne Rider and Lynne Nordstrom. on the Northern Motor, Inn’s Spirit Bear in the City. SARAH ARRS PHOTO 
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’;, Missing >person holds up 
- release of court decision 
BYMARCARLTSPLIRS ii 
I!’ A CROWN PROSECUTOR may apply t$ have the judge’s 
verdict released in a sexual assault case in the absence of the 
1 accused, who has e n  missing for ,yxeral months now. 
: Randolph Peal. who has been missing from Prince George 
’ since he last spoke to a relative Feb. 4, faced three sexual as- 
I sault-related charges for the period between Dec. 1, 1987 
and Dec. 30,1994. of a trial. 0 I 
All of the charges were alleged to have taken place in the 
: Terrace, area. Peal, 55 and legally blind, is originally from 
1 the Nass Valley but has been living in Prince George. 
: Peal went to trial in Terrace and the trial was concluded: 
but on Feb. 2, when Mr. Jusiice Ian H. Pitfield was due to 
g 1  give his judgment of guilty or not guilty in Terrace Supreme 
I i Court. the accused failed to appear by videoconfexnce from 
RinceGeorge. 
to give his judgment or wait until Peal was found - under the 
Criminal Code the justice can do either - and Pitfield chose 
to wait until Peal was found. 
“If -W. Peal was around but just isn’t fin&ble at the 
moment then the concern I would have is that something 
might happen to the judge and we’d have to do the trial over 
again,” he said. 
“If I made an application and the judge is determined not 
to give his judgment, I’ve done what 1 can.” 
In his experience Zacharias said he has seen other ac- 
cused abscond, or not show up for court, but not at this stage 
If he decides to make the application to the court. Zacha- 
rias would need to arrange for a suitable date with defence 
counsel Calvin Struyk and Justice Pitfield to ensure all could 
be in attendance whether by phone or videoconference or in 
person. 
Peal’s family mounted a search in the Prince George area 
for Peal when he failed to make contact after Feb:’J , involv- 
ing trips by family members from the Nass Valley to the 
The RCMP also issued several bulletins asking people to 
keep a watch out for Peal. None of the alerts mentioned there 
was a warrant out for Peal’s apprehension. 
. 
Crown counsel Barry Zacharias asked,if Pitfield wished interior city. (1’’ 
I 
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Libraries j o i n i n g tog et her 
for better service, eff iciencytl 
, /i. 
I 
DUSTM QUUADA 
’ 
FOLLOWING A year when library visits and circulation 
continue to rise, chief librarian Ed Curell is excited about 
a couple of initiatives he hopes will increase access and 
materials for visitors. 
The first change is a province-wide program so that par- 
ticipating libraries will be ableto issue cards and loan books 
to anyone that has a valid library card from another partici- 
pating library as well as photo ID and proof of an address. 
’ The library has already received $ 16,000 - its portion, of 
$3.2 million from the province based on population - in late 
March to start the OneCard program here. 
The government money will be used to cover the costs of 
extra staffing and mailing costs for materials being returned‘ 
Curell said he doesn’t expect the program to be used a lot 
here because there isn’t a huge influx of visitors. 
Participating libraries must also commit to working with 
4 the Ministry of Education to give every school-aged child a 
i librarycard. 
’In April, the ‘library signed an agreement in principle 
! to become a federation that includes the public libraries in 
i Prince Rupert, Kitimat, Stewart, Hazelton, Smithers and 
Houston and the Northwest Community College Library. 
; %The federation’s goal is to enable closer cooperation 
among the participating libraries, says Curell. 
“Our main goal is to introduce a single, compatible cata 
logue,” he said, adding the seven regional libraries are work- 
ing to “piggyback” onto the college’s existing system that is 
far more modem than any in the public institutions. 
f “It’sexciting ... it’s a big change for us,” Curell said. “Our 
1 computer system is about 20 years old.”’ 
1 Curell said the hope is the federation will lead tocost sav- 
, ings, group purchasing allowing for greater discounts and a 
wider circulation. 
1 The local library has approximately 70,000 books avail- ‘ 
J able, a number that would balloon to about 300,000 o&e 1 books from the other libraries are included. The next step 
i toward implementation is a service plan and a budget. 
i The parties have received a $25,000 provincial grant and 
f further $4O,OOO per year to run the federation. . 
t In January, the library also reached an agreement with the 
I Nisga’a’ School District 92, allowing all Nass Valley re& 
dents to be eligible for a free Terrace library card. 
‘ The school district paid $2,000 for service to cover up to 
families (the cost for library cards for a family is $50). 
i By mid-April, Curell said there were 60 members from 9 the Nass, compared to just 15 prior to the agreement. 
[ Overall, the library continues to recover from a slump in 
cided with a decline in the city’s popu- 
closure of the Skeena Cellulose/New 
ulation high for one year was in the 
00 books were loaned out. Last year, 
220,482 books were borrowed, up from 213,716 in 2004. 
“Circulation is up and that’s very nice to see,” Curell 
{ said. “Things seem to be on the rebound.” 
c- ----In addition, 34,000 people used the facility’s internet and 
mainly to increased wages and to a lesser extent new insur- 
ance costs. This year, Curell says the library will receive a 
$30,000 increase from the city - the first since 2000. 
’ 
‘ to their libraries of origin. 1 
. 
i 
i 
B 
g computers - a jupp of 89 per, cent fr 
ally, the-library ran a deficit of $13,902- 
THINGS ARE looking.up at the Terrace Public Library for head librarian Ed Curell 
and its other staff members as several new projects are,underway. 
1 DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO 
April proved to be a rainy m 
TERRACE RECEIVED the second greatest 
amount of rain in 52 years last month for 
any April on record, according to a regional 
climate review. 
The area got 140.4 mm, which is almost 
triple the normal amount for April. The re- 
cord is 146 mm in 1987. 
of -3.2 C was set on the 15th, breaking the 
old record for that day of -2.8 C in 1976. 
The month featured 20 days of winds 
greater than 30 krr@. 
Despite the colder than usual weather, 
however, Environment Canadapredicts May 
to be average. 
cially cold and windy. A new overnight low normal DreciDitation until the end of Julv. 
c ’ ,  , 
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ARE YOU FRANCOPHONE? 
IS YOUR SPOUSE? . 
Do you know that... YOUR CHILD(REN) HAVE THE RIGHT 
THE CONTINUITY OF THEIR FRANCOPHONE HERITAGE. 
GIVE THEM A GIFT TO LAST A LIFE TIME, THAT ONLY 
YOU CAN GIVE AT NO EXTRA COST. 
TO HAVE THEIR EDUCATION IN+FRENCH TO ENSURE 
JACK COOK FRANCOPHONE PUBLIC SCHOOL 
Is having an information session ‘‘1 2 3430” 
for parents and children age 3 to 8 
Providing you with the information you need to help you 
help your child have a successful integration into school. 
It’s never too soon to prepare your child for school! If you 
are not sure you are eligible for the francophone school ... 
come check us out, nothing to lose everything to gain. 
PLACE: Jack Cook Francophone Public School. 
4720 Graham Avenue, Terrace, 6.C. 
TIME: Wednesday morning May 31 st 
10:30 am - 11 :30 am - snack will be provided 
WHO: parents and children age 3-8 ’ 
COST: a smile, your interest and your questions 
For more information, please call by May 25th 
Jack Cook School at 635-9754 
News In Brief 
Thief convicted 
A LOCAL man who stole three vehicles and’a variety 
of other items from three residences in the area has been 
sentenced for the crimes. 
Jeremy Ainscow, 23, was sentenced to five months 
in jail followed by one year of probation for one charge 
of theft over $5,000, one charge of theft under $5,000 
and one charge of possession of stolen property under 
$5,000 in Terrace Provincial Court May 9. 
On March 7, a 1998 Dodge pickup went missing 
from First Ave.,at Lakelse Lake=and was later found 
around Thornhill Creek. That same day a 1991 Honda 
XRlOO motorcycle was stolen from a garage on Thom- 
hill Street. 
On April 24: a man arrested on anotlicr niattcr was 
found in possession of keys from ii stolcti ciir. Yic vc- 
hicle was found in the 4600 block of Scott Ave. iind a 
stolen TV was discovered at a iiearhy rcsideiicc. Both 
items were from a theft at a Fosberry Dr. rcsidcncc car: 
lier that day. 
‘ Credit card theft 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital officials are warning 
people to avoid placing valuables in lockers following 
the theft of two credit cards from a day surgeiy patient. 
The patient placed the cards in“a locker along with 
other items while in for day surgery May 9 but didn’t 
notice they were missing until the next day. 
He thought he had left ‘them’ elsewhere until one’ 
credit card company phoned, ‘saying it had noticed ‘a 
number of purchases outside of his normal pattern of 
usage. 
‘As much as $1,200 was spent at nearly 10 local busi- 
nesses using one of the cards within hours of the theft. 
All patients are asked not to bring any valuables 
the hospital and request that any valuables that 
‘do accompany any patients are sent home with a fam- 
r,” said Northern Health Authority Rowena 
“Lockers are commonly] used for personal items, 
such as change of clothes, toothbrush etc.; but we 
strongly encourage patients not to kee 
able with them during their stay.” 
The credit card numbers were i 
celled and the after-theft purchases deleted from’ t 
individual’s bills. 
I Cash* taken from car 
A RESIDENT of Hamer Ave. scared away 
a p&ked car in the driveway of the 4 
The person spotted the two teens, who ran when 
realized they’d been seen. But the person 
ered the teens had apparently stolen cash 
the vehicle around’ 10 p.m. 
Both youths are described as having dark hair. One 
had her hair in a ponytail and wore.white clothing. The 
other wore dark clothing. 
As in all such circumstances, police say valuables 
pt .in unlocked vehicles. 
lWked,t items:shauld be 
welcome any info 
ugh Crimestoppers, 635-8477. 
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Leather-Finesse~Reciina- with p&t/ymakhedvinylon hebockandsidepunds. RockepChoise Recliner 
r I I - 1  I c I .  I .  
La-Z-Boy ‘ar?’e lassicse lake comtort to a new level with theseJashionable 
looks that will make a stylish statement in any decor. High Leg 
Recliner 
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:Rupert way ,, 
THE FUTURE-of Terrace very much resides ir  
what's going on 90 miles down> the road in Prince 
So that's why news there of a S41.4 millior 
contract k ing  awarded to two companies to builc 
I the inland portion of that city's container port i? 
welcome. 0 
By July 2007 all of the container yard work 
needed prior to installing three massive crane3 
which will be used to lift containers from railcars 
ill be in plice. 
To ,,date, $82' million in contracts have been lei 
Rupert. 
> 
" 
struction of the container bort 
the closest sea connection be 
North America and Asia. 
Just as encoura,@ng is today's start of Prince 
e ship season when hvo ships are 
owed by hV0 tomorrow. 
, Prince Rupert has played host for several years 
of smaller cruise ships but it's the big ones that 
have spurred economic development in that city. 
In 2004, 55 cruise ships with a ,  capacity of 
60,OOO passengers docked. d at grew last year to 
a capacity to carry al- 
th this year but Prince 
Rupert officials are developing the reputation I ftheir citv as an attractive location for future 
d 
I The key here to Terrace's future may not come 
in the fonh of direct employment. Instead we will 
benefit from spin off benefits by having more peo- 
ple in Prince Rupert working who will then visit 
here to shop and purchase services not available 
&? ,@yTJhat~s. altways. been' the case in 
thi here~qch cityfand -townis dependent 
upon each other. 
Less encouraging news from Prince Rupert is 
yet another extension given to Chinese-owned 
Sun Wave Forest Products which is trying to put 
together a deal to re-open the long-closed pulp 
mill there. 
-Prince Rupert officials counsel patience in what 
is a complicated process that ultimately relies on 
the approval of-the Chinese government fer not 
only the purchase price but the money needed to 
re-start the mill. 
But &e extension also effectively locks up the 
fibrevsupply that' would be used to feed the mill. 
Simply put, other companies which might be in a 
position to invest in-innovative ways to use that 
fibre are either left hanging or looking to put their 
money elsewhere. 
This also puts the Terrace Lumber Company in 
a tough spot for while it may be able to sell lum- 
ber, it needs a market for its chips. 
For those keeping score. that's two pluses for 
the new economy and one minus for the old econ- 
omy. Call it a glass half-full. 
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T HOURS afrer father, no family support, m d  to cnd up in povcrty and more 
Conservatives tabled its fed- 
eral budget scrapping & p e d  
provincial-€ecied child bare 1 
agreements.' over 150 parents 
and their children, _ a d p a r -  7 
snt s , l  early childhood educa- 
tors, child care opcrators. ad- 
vocates and concerned citizens 
jammed a public forum in Vic- 
toria. 
They asked why the BC gov- 
ernment remained silent on 
this critical issue. 
Unfortunately, there was no 
one in attendance who could 0 
explain the provincial" gov- nurturing,- support, and non- 
ernment's inaction, despite, found a caregiver for her son. punitive learning prepares a 
an Ipsos-Reid poll last month child for school. From there,' 
that showed hvo-thirds of Brit- they can just fly." 
ish Columbians disapprove of So why is the k C .  govern- 
scrapping the federal-provin- ment sitting silently by while 
cial child care agreement. our country's dreams of a na- , 
-Earlier in the day, B.C. fi- tionalschild care system are 
nance minister Carole Taylor close or reduce spaces. lay off "ambassador" for helping 0th- dashed'? r) 
publicly applauded the federal 
.budget, call@g i r  it "vej,posi-. - -. - I r ' .  raise A _  parent L _  = -  fees %y;as much ~ - " to build a'volcano,' - and . -.read. - I  
one of the lucky ones. She's 
But it's a far cry from the li- 
censed child care centre that 
Jake is used to, where he was 
greeted by hugs and affirma- 
tion, where he developed em- 
pathy and was known as the 
er children, w h e r e , ~ h e ~ ~ ~ e d * ; - , , , . ~ ~ e r n i e i , , C a p b e ~  
equivocal in his $rit 
past three years, the B.C. gov- 
emment has cut %IO million 
from child care funding and 
reduced subsidies for low-in- 
come families. The cuts have 
forced child care centres to 
early childhood educators, and 
in desperate need of child care. likely to siiccced as adults. 
She works three jobs, includ- The Vancouver Board of 
ing overnight shifts, weekends Tradc supports publicly fund- 
and days. One job pays $10.50 cd child care for its economic 
an hour. After deducting $10 bdiiefts, citing studies that 
an hour for overnight child show a 2 to 1 economic pay- 
care, she's earning 50 cents, an back for investment in chil- 
hour. That's $4 for an eight-' dren aged 0-6 years. 
hour shift. And it gets worse: Fortunately for Jennie, little 
the provincial government re- Jake spent most of his pre- 
cently cut her child care sub- school years in licensed child 
sidy by two-thirds because she care and will reap the benefits 
apparently makes too much, when he starts kindergarten 
next year and for years to money. 
Believe it or not, Jennie i s  'come. Says Jennie: "All that 
>JF 
of a $5 billion. five-yeq com- 
mitment to a national child 
care program that would have 
provided almost $200 million 
a year for additional child care 
spaces. 
Other provincial govern- 
ments have spoken out against 
the scrapping of the national 
child care plan. including On- 
tario, Manitoba, Saskatch- 
ewan and Quebec. These 
squeaky wheels have manamed 
to get some oil, squeezing 
additional federal child care 
monies for themselves. but not 
B.C. This is no time for our 
government to be silent. 
Child care, in B.C. has 
reached critical mass. There 
af;e simply not enough afford- 
able child care spaces to meet 
the needs of families. In the 
c 
hood educators have seen their 
wages and benefits cut, some 
by as much as 50 per cent-in 
many cases, voluntarily, sim- 
ply to keep their centres from 
closing. 
The $1,200 a year taxable 
family allowance (but only for 
children under six) - the fed- 
eral government's answer to, 
a national child care system 
- doesn't come close to cover- 
ing the real co-st of child care, 
nor does it create child care 
spaces. After taxes, the $100 
a month per child amounts to 
significantly less. 
Just ask Jennie, mom of 
five-year-old Jake. Never in 
a million years did Jennie ever 
think she'd wake up one day a 
single parent without a nickel 
of child support from her son's 
go to anymore even though he neging on the Kelowna Ac- 
loved it and misses it terribly. cord on First Nations and I 
Even if h e y  could afford commend him for,it. 
it, Jake has lost his space in Speaking in the legislature, 
the child care centre. He'll the premier called on the fed- 
be in kindergarten long before eral government to "respect 
he makes it through the long the letter. spirit and content of 
waitlist to get another space. the undertaking of 14 of Cana- 
The truth is, when it comes to da's 14 first ministers only five 
licensed child care. it's a dog- short months ago". and vowed 
eat-dog world out there. his government will "stand up 
Savvy parents know to strongly" to ensure the federal 
put their names on waitlists government's honors its com- 
at more than once child care mitments. 
centre as soon as they become Where are the strong words 
in support of the signed fed- pregnant. 
Fundine child care is el- eral-provincial agreement on 
ementary. Study after study child care'? 
has shown that children who George Heyimti is rlre 
receive quality. licensed early president of the B. C. Gol*eni- 
childhood education do better riieirr ntrd Senice Eiliployees ' 
in school. have fewer behavior- Uiiioir (BCGEU) nlid afoniler 
a1 problems. and are less likely residenr of Teimce, B.C. I 
This talent is as clear as mud 
LAST WEEK. due to a top- 
sy tuny schedule. I merely 
skimmed the headlines of the 
newspaper. 
Consequently I was taken 
off guard when I tagged along 
with family to the house of 
the Clay Artists of Terrace So- 
ciety. Had I read the paper I 
would have known this was a 
housewarming combined with 
a spring sale to celebrate the 
studio-s grand opening. 
Instead I thought I was at- 
tending to admire the pottery 
achievements of youngsters ~ 
including my youngest grand- 
since Christmas to lose win- 
ter pounds only to gain half 
back in one reckless afternoon. 
Even if the calories are free. 
I distracted myself from the 
tarts by nudging into a circle 
of intent visitors observing a 
veteran potter as she threw a 
vessel . . . twice. 
Who can help be entranced 
by the curves and symmetrical 
shapes m experienced pair of 
hands produce molding damp 
clay as the electric potter's 
niiist be dusted weekly. (The 
best gift I ever received was 
a teqcloth potholder which 
hung handy to my range for 
years and revived my niece in 
my thoughts every time I lifted 
a hot pan out of the oven.) 
The Greig Ave. studio. 
though fitted ivith much bfthe 
same equipment as my broth- 
er's pottery studio near York- 
ton. has a more craniped feel- 
ing. Russ' studio is one large 
room. Each suninier he dios 
daughter. I was prepared to 
murmur \sards of encourage- 
ment over warped lumps of 
gray clay passing as coasters. 
zatchall bowls and paper- 
weights. Quelle surprise! 
With only S10 in my pock- 
:t. intended to pay for a round 
3f soft ice-cream cones on our 
way home. I filed in. Within 
I few strides of the front door 
[ began reading labels identi- 
fying the potter. with printed 
9rices ranging from $8 up. 
Zlearly much more was ex- 
sected from me than a pat on 
my granddaughter's shoulder 
in reco,~tion of an attractive 
leaf-shaped tray awaiting its 
turn in the kiln. 
Another line I hadn't read 
in the newspaper would have 
alerted me to the tables of 
baked goodies ranging from 
two of my favourites - Na- 
naimo bars and butter tarts - to 
mouth-watering clumps of red 
and green grapes. and moist 
carrots. 
I passed both by. I'm not 
depriving myself of treats 
I 4 
wheel revolves. Playing mud- 
pies with perniission. one visi- 
tor called it. 
We all exhaled as the potter 
sawed a length of piano wire 
underneath the clay. cutting 
the vessel loose from the spin- 
ning platform. We all gasped 
as the vessel collapsed: she 
tossed the clay mound into a 
collection of clay bits. like pie 
crust to be re-rolled. 
Visitors moved from one 
small room to the nest. 1 od- 
mired more than one vihrnnt 
blue piece I liked. Even if I had 
not been cash poor. I'm not a 
knickknack sort. Neither do 
I give others something that 
- c  - ._ 
pounds and pounds of natural 
clay out of surrounding' river 
banks and hauls it home. 
hlly brother's career as a 
potter resulted after a high 
school teacher assigned him to 
pripier rnache an animal over 
a \\.ire arninture. His 20-inch 
giraffe led to a B.A. from the 
University of \\'isconsin and 
a lifetime of self-ernployment 
mucking in  mud. 
M y  granddaughter enjoys 
niucking in  niud and kicking 
the porter's \\heel. Her Friday 
pottery chsses equip her to 
mold onc-of-a-kind handmade 
gifts as she adds auother skill 
to her list of hobbies. 
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Leadership sta,rts at the tlop 
Principals get 
shuffled, vice- 
principals get 
, added 
WITH A primary school 
principal here taking a year 
leave of absence, the school 
district is shuffling existing 
principals and hiring another 
for the 2006-07 school year. 
Kiti K’Shan Primary 
School principal Grant Hol- 
kestad will be off the job for 
the coming year, a vacancy 
that will be filled by Joe Vi- 
dal, the current principal at 
Uplands Elementary. 
His post will be filled by 
Todd Hollett, now the prin- 
cipal at Cassie Hall Elemen- 
tary- 
And that vacancy will be 
occupied by Darlene Bragg- 
Houndsell, who is now prin- 
cipal at George M. Dawson 
Secondary and a previous 
vice-principal and principal 
at Tahayghen Elementary 
(both in Masset) for the Hai- 
da Gwaii/Queen Charlotte 
School District 50. 
Within the local district’s 
boundaries, a ,,number of 
internal changes will take 
place, creating vice-princi- 
pal positions as part of a suc- 
cession planning model for 
principals, says the director 
of human resources. 
“The school district has 
long recognized the need 
for in-district training for sion program, others w( 
administrators,” said Frank made necessary by admin 
Rowe. ‘The succession pro- trators retiring or leaving 1 
gram is for mentorship.” district. 
Locally, Karen Scales This year and the l h t  fi 
will move from Thorn- ~ years, the district has advl 
hill Primary School to be a tised for administrator PO 
teacher and vice-principal at tions Canada-wide but ha 
Uplands Elementary, while found the best candida) 
Maxine Champion adds were within the district in 
vice-principal to her teach- most every case, said Rov 
ing role at Kiti KShan Pri- Brags-Houndsell is o 
mary. of only two hires from o 
Some of the new posi- side the district in the 1, 
tions fit within the succes- two years. 
School. 
lndie school 
to’ps rankings 
GRADE 9-10 students studying Spanish language at Skeena Junior Seconde 
School represent the next wave of soon-to-be graduates in Terrace. 
CURT Tuininga, principal of Centennial Christian 
wide but local *numbers 
jumped 14 per cent. 
While the provincial av- 
erage rose from 47 to 48 per 
cent, 55 per cent of aborigi- 
nal students in the Coast 
Mountains district complet- 
ed high school compared to 
LOCAL SECONDARY schools follow the provincial trend 41 The per cent las the six year s before. o  data 
of independent schools outperforming public ones in the 
recently released annual Fraser Institute rqdcings. show a fluctuation between Listed for the first time in the Vancouver-based think per a low cent completion in 2o01-02 rate to f last 39
tank‘s Report Card on B.C. and Yukon Secondary Schools, 
Centennial Christian School came out on top of all oth- year’s high and the district’s 
er public high schools within the boundaries of the Coast director that,s natural. of instruction says 
Mountains School District. The top of the rankings featured independent schools - we “It’s have not different a simple kids picture each
ranked one through four with a public school in Surrey 
rounding out the top five. year,” said Christine Foster. 
The Terrace independent school made the ‘rankings for “But we know we’re making 
the first time in quite a while, said principal Curt Tuininga, gains with kids each year.” 
placing 170th out of 281. And those gains have helped to make a change in“ Public school administrators have long refused to take the district,s accountability much stock in the annual rankings and Tuiningrf isn’t much contract, which Foster is in 
charge of drawing up. different. “We do look at it a bit to gauge where we are,” Tuininga 
said. “I’m reasonably happy but I don’t feel it helps much in Foster says in past years 
there have been achievement terms of measuring where we’re at.” goals specific to aboriginal That’s especially true without previous year’s statistics students. for comparison, adds Tuininga. 
“It’s hard to evaluate the significance,” said Tuininga, “This year, there isn’t a separate accountabil- adding the school probably won’t have enough students writ- . 
ity contract (for aborigi- ing provincial exams to be included in next year’s report. nal students),” Foster said. Tuininga said while his school did top the rankings in the “Schools are really targeting 
all at-risk students.” district, the range isn’t statistically significant. Both the public and private school systems are doing the 
best they can, said Tuininga. 
Centennial Christian placed just ahead of Caledonia Se- 
nior Secondary, ranked 176th. 
Despite improving its overall rating, Caledonia main- 
tained the same ranking as one year ago. 
The overall improvement came in all the key stats, with 
minor slips in two categories. 
Caledonia upped its average exam mark (67.2 from 65.9), 
trimmed its percentage of exams failed (9.7 from 11) and 
improved its graduation rate (from 92.5 to 93.8). 
The school dropped slightly in two areas: the gap between 
school marks and exam marks, which the study’s authors say 
reflects accuracy of learning, edged up from 5.9 to 6.1. Also, 
the number of exams completed per student fell by a tenth 
of a per cent to 2.1 
Of note, for the third straight year, females at the school 
edged out their male counterparts in English 12 and math 
* e  
HIGH SCHOOL completion Foster says the planning throughout the year. 
rates in 2004-05 for process has changed. In the “When we set a god, f 
aboriginal students saw a past, schools submitted year- instance aboriginal succe 
modest increase movince- end reports. Now a growth at School X, we can take da 
plan is drawn up among a for certain groups and mal 
ugroup comprising a school cumulativeiassessnients th 
administrator, a teacher rep- show growth over time 
resentative and three parents Foster said. 
from the school planning If needed, interventio 
council. can then be put in plac 
Foster adds. 
Those interventions i 
clude new teacher strategic 
like adopting ney ways 
teach language and rea 
ing, and$’structural chanl 
that .varies from school 
school. 
AII exa&ple of stru 
tural change, says Foster, 
connections rooms in hi1 
schools that allow studen 
needing additional suppofl 
space and a block of time. 
.And Foster says (su 
port outside the school sy 
tem- programs like Succe 
by Six, Children First at 
Ready, Set, Learn - are al: 
focused on learning and th 
collaboration has improvec 
While aboriginal studen 
are no longer singled out : 
the district’s accountabi 
ity contract, they still ha! 
their own in-school suppo 
workers. 
Of the 5,712 students el 
rolled in the di&ct,. 36 pt 
cent of them are aboriginal 
0 
Christine Foster 
The instruction director 
says this group overseas the 
growth plan and gathers data 
to better focus on goals. 
Students are tested with 
the Foundation Skills As- 
sessment in Grades 4 and 
7 and data is now collected 
Coast Mountains versus provincial averages 
Coast Mountains 
Percentages rep- 
resent the propor- 
tion of students who 
graduate with a Dog- 
wood diploma within 
six years of starting 
Grade 8 for the first 
time. 
1L. 
The local school district’s other two high schools placed 
in the bottom third of the rankings. Secondary slipped one 
spot from 234 to 235, while Mount Elizabeth Secondary in 
Kitimat moved down the list from 223 to 254. 
The data used is from the 2004-05 school year. 
CORRESPONDENCEFOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The(Mail Barr 
U 
Open up your eyes 
Dear Sir: 
“I ’don’t know more about these missing women and 
their families than what I’ve learned from media reports,” 
columnist Claudette Sandecki wrote recently. But if you 
would like to write anything meaningful, you need to re- 
search sides. You must not write from someone else’s view 
then try to turn blend it with your microscopic view. 
Is not what I’m hearing really gossip? 
“Missing women might have been driven by internal 
turmoil ... having low self-esteem, to feeling unloved abd 
unlovable,” Claudette continues. In saying this, are you 
telling me that only the missing women are driven by in- 
ternal turmoil? Only the missing women have low self- 
esteem? Are you telling me that they hitchhike because 
they feel unloved? 
Tell my Claudette what makes them unlovable? Are 
you also telling me that your analys,~ on hitchhiking is , 
easily transferable to those hitchhikers who are not First 
Nations women? Are you then telling us that non-native 
hitchhikers hitchhike as a last resort to find a solution to 
their problems? 
A statement like this tells me you are blaming the vic- 
tims. You are also telling me that the perpetrator?or perpe- 
trator is not at fault. 
Our legal system has documented a long and tiring 
history of unrecognized abuse and murders of our First 
>Nations women. Helen Betty Osboume (16 years lapsed 
between crime and conviction). In 1971 in Stoney Creek, 
Coreen Thomas’ death also saw a great lapse betw 
crime ind conviction. 
The Institute for the Advancement of Aboriginal W?m-’ 
en honoured Saskatchewan journalist and author Warren 
Goulding. Goulding wrote a book about a serial killer, 
who targeted prostitutes, in Saskatchewan. 
’’ Goulding believes society’s indifference h& contin- 1 
ued, despite the recent ~gh-profile cases of mufdered ab- 
original women in Edmonton and Vancouver. 
“I don’t really think things have changed that much,” 
lGoulding said while in Edmonton to receive an awed: :‘I 
don’t get the sense the general public cares much about 
missing or murdered aboriginal women, said Goulding. 
Claudette, I would expect a person with a position such 
as yours to grab hold of the opportunity to make a differ- 
ence in the thoughts and lives of others. Write with pas- 
,, 
- 
’ 
I 
’ 
,’ 
, 
Dear Charlynn: 
know that I’m a Toews as well but not from “that” Toews. 
My family lives in Southeastern Manitoba and is a small. 
family so 1 don’t think my family and your family are re-- 
lated. 
However, we might find’out ‘sodethihi ti.aicak h & h t  
nonite about each .other’s familiesqmhccting :some how; 
you know the ?my mom went to school 
aunt’s stepmother” or something like that. 
and laugh along with your comments about faspa, which 
I can never get anyone in Terrace to fully understand, and 
the whole “Toews connection.” I have had people ask me 
if I am related to Vic Toews, Miriam Toews and yes, even 
you Charlynn! So, thank you, Charlynn,.for s&g up 
emotions in me that remind me how proud I am to be a 
Mennonite. 
Jaime T e, B.C. 
* 
It was refreshing to read something so clo 
I 
Tax hike 
Dear Sir: 
Is the tax hike approved by the city council 
covering the raisesthey voted in for themselves? 
It’s not just the property value 
2006 that affect what we pay. I’ve hadincre 
three years on my assessment totaling 
And how about that operating s 
meincrease - that’s a 158 per cent increase. 
Give us a break. The men that bought th 
not only to make money but also 
race try to dig out of the depression 
each a smack for believing in Terrace and trying to help. 
Does city council actually think they were thrilled with 
the increase. Have the councillors not seen the lack of logs 
and the piles of unmoving lumber? 
I was very surprised moving here from 
land at the cost of the land taxes to begin wi 
twice as much here as in Langley or C 
might add that we get less. My son didn’t know what a pot 
hole was. We had sidewalks too, and street lights every- 
where. Maybe city coun 
it’s not cast in stone. 
been in. Maybe everyone. should go over and give them c 
‘ 1  
lion grant from the province. 
That money would have 
tual facility. Instead city council is brainstorming a “little 
bit” and checking things out “here and there”. Maybe they 
need to get it in gear so that the people of Terrace don’t 
Feel like they’re getting even less for the no doubt higher 
axes that most of us will end up paying. 
\ Darlene Reid, Terrace, B.C. 
Remembering Vesta 
Dear Sir: AI 
How about renaming the Mountainview school on the 
m c h  to the Vesta Douglas School. 
That way she would always be remembered and hon- 
wed for her dedication to teaching and giving all her 
Cheryl Scheper, Terrace, B.C. 
About the Mail Bag 
The Terrace Standard welcomes letters. Our address 
s 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2, You can 
‘ax us at 250-638-8432 or e-mail us at newsroom@ 
erracestandard corn No attachments, please. Namc, ’ 
uidress and phone number required for ver$c&m 
v Reward Miles 
*With Coupon and .a minimum -$200., purchase. 
ILES+ coupon offer. Including Cusioner Apprecitim Dty 6: Seniors Day. k t  vthd' : 
2t M e w z y  liquor Lrw. Coupon excludes prescnpbons. drab& merchuldise. I I 
insulln pumps 2nd insulin pump supplies. i0h2~;o porchzses envim levies. bansl I 
p2sses. p2no mschutdw and 211 gtk czrds. Mer exclusions zpply. Flezse see our : 
SAFEWAY() : 
Ingredients for life., % : 
NOISE, INSUUN P U Y K  AND INSUUW PUMP SUPPLIES. : 
Gmp. G4-d hcadCaadahhwy Linted I 
I m m m m m m m m m m m m m m 9 m m m m m m m m ~ m m m m m 9 m m m m m m m m m m m m 9 m m 9 9 m m m m m m m  
Or Canned Pasta. 
hsorted varieties. 398 mL. 
WEEKLY HOUSEHOLD LIMIT 
SIX FREE - Combined 
I 
I 
I 
I 
0 AIRMlLES7~wpons unnot be wrnbined wth any Sther discount offer af AIR 
MILES' coupon offer. includrng Custom3 Appreciation Dty L Seniors Dty Not valid : 
matin pumps 2nd insulin pump>upp!ta, tobacco purchases. enm levtes. trznvt : 
passes. pitio rnerthmdise 2nd a11 gtk arts Other exdusions zppb. Plezse see our I 
a Safeway Liquor Stores hupon eicludes pre.~!lptions, dizbetes merchzndae. 
customer serrlce for complete , j  
ilst of exclusions 
I 
Ingredients for life.- ; 
COUPOW Wm VALID OW PRESCRIFVIONS, DIMEIES MERCHANDISE, INSUUN PUMPS AND INSUUN PUMP SUPPUES. I 
I 
I 
Limit of one bonus offer per day.Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. 
AIR MILES coupons cannot be combined with any other discount offer or AIR 
; 
I 
MILEScoupon offer, including Customer Appreciation Day & Seniors Day. Base AIR 
MILES Offer - 1 reward mile for every 520 spent (Sunday-Saturday),Coupon 
excludes all Gift Cards, tobacco purchases, enviro levies, insulin pumps, patio 
merchandise and transit passes. 
Other exclusions apply. 
Please see customer service for 
I 
I 
: 
SAFEWAY 0 ! 
complete list of exdusions. Ingredients for life.- : 
I COUPON NOT VALID ON INSULIN PUMPS. 
-Tr&rr&a cd AlR MILEShmW Tradmg RV. Used uda rcSae by Lold(yMaqprrntGmp. Caada hc ad Canada Sahwy Lmnd I 
~ m m 9 m m m m m 1 m m 1 m m m m m m m m 1 m ~ m m m m m m m m m 9 m m m m m m m m m m m m m 9 m 9 m m m ~  
i 
, 
It’s about doing right 
/ I  Dear Sir: 
There have been several CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
letters recently criticizing 
the hiring of Roger Harris as 
B.C.’s first forest safety om- The Mail Bae 
budsman. I find both-these c7 
letters disturbing and insult- ) 
ing to anyone or anybody Protection for individu- worst year in the forest in- 
trying to d e  the forest in- als and companies raising dustry one death is one too 
dustry a safer place to work. Safety concern q d  ensure many. It is because of these 
11 The B.C. Forest Safety that companies and workers unacceptable statistics that 
Council is not an of the report unsafe practices and we believe that the status 
government. It is comprised exercise their(right to refuse quo is not good enough. The 
of five provincial associa- unsafe work. He will also council’s motto is “unsafe is 
tions representing contrac- deal with safety issues that unacceptable.” 
tors and sub-contracton, and may arise between contrac- The death and injury rate 
&-union workers, industry tors and licensees and pro- in the forest industry 0 has 
associations, he Steelwork- vide and independent pro- been unacceptable for more 
ers representing unionized spective for consideration than two decades, two de- 
workers, the silviculture s- and review on arly matter cades in which outside forc- 
I sociation and representatives related to safety. es have set the safety agenda, 
from the Ministry of Forests ’ Roger Harris is not a PO- which has not worked. 
and BC Timber Salesas well ’ litical ‘appointee. The deci- The BC Forest Safety 
as Worksafe BC. lidustry sion was made by the B.C. Council is a result of indus- 
’ dollars, not dollars fund Forest Safety Council. A try, the real experts, saying 
the safety council. number of names were sub- it wants to take control and 
Lvestigate fatalities and emerged as the best candi- This is not a debate on 
serious injuries. There are date. He reports to the B.C. forest policy or who should 
“ heady agencies in place to Forest Safety Council, not fonll the government, but 
serve hat purpose, Work- the provincial government. about bringing our work- 
safe BC, ICBC, R C M ~ ,  There is a misconception ers home safe each and ev- 
coroners, etc. There are nu- that the unions brought to r ery day. It is about giving 
merous other ombudsmen in light the 43 deaths and 106 worker, contractors and in-’ 
other indusrries and none of serious injuries) in the for- dependents the confidence 
them investigate fatalities. ’’ est industry in 2005.-It was that they can and do have 
The ombu&- role is 5L through the efforts of dl ~ impact on work site safety. 
to be an independent and IllemberSqOf the B.C.”For- Bill Sauer, 
persuasive voice ‘to deal est Safety Council that this Manager, NWLA,” 
wid safety concerns :the unacceptable statistic ,was Member of the B.C. 
forestry sector. He will brought‘uto the forefront. Forest Safety Coundl, 
provide confidentiality and Although 2005 was not the Terrace, B.C. 
The ombudsman will not mitted and Roger , ownership of safety. 
Look before you walk 
Dear Sir: 
This is in regards to the The Terruce Stun- 
dard’s April 26 story, “Safety a Two-way 
Street”. Last May I was\run over by a ve- 
hicle twice while walking on a sidewalk, not 
a crosswalk, and suffered 15 broken bones, 
severed artery and a punctured lung. 3 
The vehicle had stopped and I felt it safe 
to proceed to walk in front of the vehicle, 
but that wasn’t the case as the vehicle ran me 
over. Since then I have been afraid to walk 
anywhere, but I have forced myself. In do- 
B 
j 
ing this, I have noticed people backing out of 
their driveways not looking, or looking one 
way for ongoing traffic and not pedestrians. 
I have also noticed people just walking 
out on, to the roadaor crosswalk not even.’ 
thinking what might happen. It only takes 
a second to get hit by a vehicle, whether in 
a crosswalk, or on a sidewalk or J-walking 
and your life can be over. I have always been 
a caution walker, but, it can happen and it is 
not fun at all. Be safe. 
Brenda Jackson, Terrace, B.C. 
0 
Regional District of Kitirnat-&kine 
#300-4545 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
Regular Board Meeting will be held as follows: 
7:OO p.m. 
Regional District Offices 
Pursuant to Section 814.1 of the Local Governmenl 
Act, the following reports will be presented and 
considered at the meeting. 
1. Regional District of Kitimat-Stikine Audited 
Financial Statements for the year-end, December 
I 31 , 2005. 
2. Board Directors Remuneration and Expenses 
Annual Report for the year 2005. 
3.These reports and the complete Statement 01 
Financial Information Package are open for public 
inspection at the Re‘gional District offices during 
regular business hours, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m, 
to 4:30 p.m. 
/ May 26,2006 
> 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK IS OPEN! 
What’s new at Lakelre this reason? 
>Family Camping Weekends1 
, for Family Camping only1 
Victoria Day,and Canada Day Long weekends will be 
Gerry the Moose will be there and we are pl 
family fun activities. 
Last year a survey was, handed out to visitors at the 
picnic site. Your response to the survey indicated you 
would like to see improvements to the beach <ando 
grassed areas. The survey had results1 This spring, our 
crews have been busy landscaping and planting new 
grass in the picnic site. The grass has started to grow, 
but we would ask you to keep off the newly planted 
grass until June 1 so it has a chance to root. 
That’s right; it has been 50 years since lakelse Lake 
Provincial Park was established. We are planning 
‘several celebration events including one on July 15, so 
mark it on your calendar. 
0 Our Gatehouse at Furlong Bay Campground will be 
open May 15 - labour Day, 1O:OO am - 1O:OO pm 
daily. For Inquiries about Lakelse lake or any of the 
Skeena Reaion Provincial Parks Phone 250-798-2466 
Gmunds Improvements at the Picnic Sitel 
lakelse Lake SO* anniversary’ 
New Gate House Hours 
e BCParks 
Web site: http://nwescapes,ca/ , http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bparks/ 
t 
. 2920 MARION AVENUE 
$209,900 
Country Living at its best 
Totally and Tastefully Finished 
1450 sf, 3 bdrm,~full basement 
Nicely treed 2 acres 
26x38 finished shop 
p 
Daily & weekly rates 
% 3 cozy square log cabins, each slee 
Wood heat, Propane stoves I 
Fishing, ATV’ing, hiking on established trails 
or just relaxing in a private secluded setting. 
Len and Tami Cote, Smithers 
50)847-2509 ?fax (250) 847- 
email: aspenbaycabins@yahoo.com 
web www.aspenbaycabins.com 
The car-buying process can be intimidating and frustrating. But Access is all about a relaxed 
environment and pleasant purchase experience. The Toyota Dealers listed below will provide 
the service andsupport that makes sure you come back, whether you buy a car or not. 
TOYQTA 
buy a car. 
Access 
a nicer w 
TERRACE MOTORS - 
4912 Highway 16 West, Terrace, BC (250)635-6558 
. .  ... 
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Arena 
almost 
ready 
RIDERS WILL soon be 
able to practise and comijete 
all year without the threat or 
raih or snow. 
The Skeena Valley Ex- 
hibition Arena is just weeks‘ 
away from completion, ac- 
cording to Cathy Jackson, 
‘head of the indoor arena 
/,The company contracted 
to build the riding arena, 
Coverall of G m d e  Prairie, 
Albkrta, has arrived, and is 
expected to be finished by 
the end 8f the week. 
“The other thing is once? 
they’re done with it we 
have to do .the actual foot- 
ing where the horses ride,” 
she said. adding that means 
committee. 1 / 
(Leh b right] Loti Talsha. Ski Patrol Mike Talska - Ski 8 Snowboard Developmen1 Centre/Renlal,Shop 
Brad Chemko - Snowboard Park Gordon Russell retiring General Manager 
Tony Rivard Mainlenance Ian Humhrey . Ski Pahol/Maintenancejlih Ops/new Generol Manager 
?I Atwell - Marketing 8 Snow Phone Shona Myram Indoor Operations Manager 
Missing om photo: Susan Farwig. Administration 8 Accounting Manager John Wright -Groomer I www.rhamermountain.com I1 SJinMEs MouNwlN XI a ~~ _____ SKEENA Valley ’Exrbition Arena has been under construction since last year anc I We extend rincem hanks to mtiring Gemml Matoger Gordon Russell. putting several iayers of dif- should be finished by the end of this month.’ The arena will allow riders to practise 
“We probably would get 
When completed, the are- 
a will measure 110 by 220 
feet, larger than the current 
all setback before Christ- 
mas when the skeleton of the 
g took a beating from L -  
winds, requiring the 
tructure to be taken= 
down. 
Official 
m N Q E N T  
for the Nisga’a school 
district in the Nass Valley 
has retired, citing personal 
reasons. 
Patrick Moores was the 
superintendent for about five 
years and is being replaced 
temporarily by a Victoria- 
based education consultant 
pending a search for a new 
superintendent., 
His retirement two weeks 
ago was not unexpected, 
said Garr Roth, the consul- 
tant who has stepped in until 
the end of August. 
“He had indicated to the 
board what he was plan- 
ning,” said Roth. 
Roth said the board was 
sorry to see Moores leave. 
“I have never seen so 
many innovative programs 
meeting the needs of First 
Mations’students as I have 
seen in the Nisga’a district. 
It’s a credit to Mr. Moores 
and to his staff,” Roth said. 
Roth is not a newcomer 
to the Nass Valley. He filled 
in for Moores’ predecessor 
and hired Moores. 
Roth is now leading the 
S&CS for a replacement. 
The Nisga’a school dis- 
trict has four schools in the 
four main villages in the. 
Three, in Kincolith, Green- 
ville and Gitwinksihlkw go 
up to Grade 7. Nisga’a El- 
ementary Secondary in New 
Aiyansh is the valley’s only 
secondary school. 
i 
2006 Dodge Caravan CANADIAN EDITION 
:, , 
6 3.3L 180 hp V6 engine - Air conditioning * Keyless entry * Power windows & locks - AM/FM stereo with CD player & 4 speakers - Advanced multistage 
front air bags - Heated power fold-away mirrors * Roof rack * Fuel consumption: City: 12.2U100 km (23 mpg)’ Hwy: 8.2U100 km (34 mpg)’ 
OR PURCHASE FOR PLUS 
PURCHASE 
FOR 36 
MONTHS 
PER MONTH FOR 48 
MONTHS WITH ‘2,700 
DOWN PAYMENTOR 
EOUIVALENT TRADE 
‘0 SECURITY DEPOSIT. OF ’1,200 $297 LEASE APR 5 8” 
Advamtage: Canada’s Best Set ling Minivan 
2006 Dodge Grand Caravan CANADIAN EDITION 
LEASE THE GRAND 
CARAVAN FOR JUST OR CHOOSE 
seats that fold flat into the floor Quad seats Keyless entry Anti-lock braking 
-dry The only minivan with available two rows of 
PURCHASE % FINANCING- 
FOR 
LEASE APR 1.3’ 60 MONTHS 
system * Roof rack 6 inch extended wheelbase with 23.3 cu. ft. additional 
cargo capacity PLUS All the features of the Caravan 
I 1  
. .  /. I - -- 
A&amge: &**** NHTSA 5 Staro front and side impact crash test ratings \ 
, < ’  
DISCOVER TH,E ADVANTAGE, TODAY AT YOUR CHRYSLER/JEERJDODGE DEALER 
Wise custamersread the fine print: Excludes2006 Dodgeviperand Sprintermodels. -, n,t Limitedtimeoffersapplytoretaildeliveriesonly.Alioffersexclude license, hSUranCe. registration, S50 PPSA. any dealer administration fees andapplicable 
taxes. Dealer ordedtrade may be necessary. See dealer for complste details and conditions. Dealers are flee toset individuai Prices. - 0% purchase financing UP to 36 mcjnths On 2006 Caravan (excluding 287) models. 0% purchase financing up to 60 
monthson2006 Grand Caravan models. Example:S20,000/525,000@0% APRfor 36/60 month terms: monthl~~a~mentisS555.56/S416.67; costof>orro~’Jing isS0;Total obligation is~20,000~~25.000.  RPurchase priceexcludeskeight (s1.200). 
and applies only to2006 Dodge Caravan (28s + GXW, MWG) models. t Lease includes freight and is based On 48 month terms for 2006 Dodge Caravan (28s + GXW. MWG) 12006 Dodge Grand Caravan (28s + 
F’NANC’NG CYC,MWG, GXW):totalleaseobligation isS16.956@5.8%leaseAPRwithS2.700do~v~/S19.068@ 1.3%leaseAPRrvithS2.700down. First month’spayment, anydealeradminislrationfeesandS50PPSAare 
dueatleaseinception.Klometreslimitedto81.600;chargeofS0.15/kmforexce~kilometres. “8asedonU.S. National High~’/a,ayTrafficSafetyAdministration(NHTSA)scoringsystemfor2006DodgeGrandCaravan.,~ 
$Based on 2006 Fuel Consumption Guide ratings published by Natural Resources Canada. Your actual fuel COnSUmPtiOn may Mry. @Jeep and stow n’Go are registered trademarks of DaimlerChrysler Corporation. 
I 
. . .. . . .. . . . . -. , . . ._ . .~ . .  
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WAL*MART" baby week 
Uerona Travel System 
p One hand fold 'n stand . Reversible handle 
B 3 section canopy with top window and sunshield 
5 point harness system 
B Large basket with spring down access 
p Removable front tray with cup holder 
Front and back suspension and wheel locks 
B Includes Designer 22 Car Seat with 5 point 
One hand fold and stand 
Light weight frame 
Removable infant head rest 
0 Spring down basket for easy access 
0 Parent tray and child tray with cup holders 
Canopy with covered window, sun visor and 
0 Car seat adapter bar for safety 1st designer 22 
cell phone pocket 
I 
SC 
Rear  facing 5-30 Ibs; forward-facing 22 - 40 Ibs. 
* 5 point harness with up-front harness 
2 piece push button harness retainer 
4 harness heights 
3 position crotch strap buckle 
Removable cupljuice holder 
Padded fabric cover removes easily for 
adjustment 
1 Tremonti Play Yard Mobile features 4 melodies, sooth ng sounds 
and rotating toys 
Half bassinette and changer 
0 Gentle vibration to soothe infant 
Parent assist tray, roll down shade and toy bag 
Easy set up 
Folds compactly into carry case. 
#I26731 27. 
* 5 point hamess with 4 hamess heights and 3 
Adjustable stay in car base 
Can be used with TremonU stroller and tandem 
#2673162. 
buckle positions 
(26731 34 & 2673141) as travel system. 
97 
UlCH 
WE SELL FQR LESS, EVERY DAYTM ' . 
Product selection may vary by store. Prices effective May 18 - May 26 or while quantities last 
l l  
/, 
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BUSINESS REVIEW 
~ $Pipeline officials prom'ote 
By SARAH A. ZIMMLRMAN 
I >  
ing the same fate as the feny. 
port city out this year. 
GREAT SELECTION GREAT PRICES 
which docks each Thursday. 
- Sun is the main one," said Clark. - .- 
calls of ships that had a combined capacity of 98,000 pas- 
sengers. It means no growth this year is predicted but Clark 
This is the third year Elan Travel has operated local tours 
This year's schedule about matches last year's 98 port '"for cruise ship passengers. Clark says he'll need 10 people 
for the Summer but the number grows when subcontractors 
offering transportation or specialized services are added in. 
on a single tank", we guess gas stops won't be what you would call a continuous reminder. Well-equipped, starting at $26,75Ot. 
I 
Visit w.ca/fuelefficiency 
~~~, 
Columbia Autohaus Md. 
41 09 Substation Avenue, Terrace 
(250) 635-571 7 
t 
'Compared to vehicles equipped mth the 90-hp TDI engine. Diesel fuel required. tMSRP S'6,750 for 2006 Jetto Sedan TDI model 1.9ha diesel engine mth manual tmnsmssion MSRP pnce and lease offen exclude freight. pod fees, PDI, ophons, license, regstroticn, adrninistmtion fees, PpSA, and o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M ~  toxes, ttoffer Mild 
on any new, in sld, 2006 Jetto, TOP engine models photo for illumdion purposes onb Finance pbns wailable through Volkwogen finance on approved credit Purchase exomple $20,00000 financed 01 4 9% for 60 months, monthly payment is  $376 51, cost of bormwng IS $2,590 54, and to f~ l  be Is $22 590.54 
finanang example: $20,000.00 at 4.9% per annum equals U5966 per month for 48 months Cost of borrowng is $2064.66 for on obligation total of $22,064 66. Monthly payments and cost of bormwmg wdl van/ depending on term, amount borrowed ond down payment or tmde-tn Insumnce and taxes ire exfm' 
Lease role offen apply to a 48month lease term and require a down pqment at hme of Ironsodion. Dealer m q  sell or lease for less Supplies are limited Vehicles may be not exactly os shown Svblect to CR dit app ro~ l  by V o l h g e n  finance, o division of VW Credit Canada Inc Offer Mild from ~~~l 1, 2006 offer Is foro limited time only ond may be wthdrnwn at aw ttm wthout pnor notice. At partlopding Vollowogen dealenhips only Applicable on vehicles leased or purchased for inddvldual use only See dealer for complete ueloils "Tmnspod Canada fuel usage estlmotes for 2006 JeHa Sedan 1% TDI wth manual tmnsmlsSlon, 5 2 "loo km 
(54 mw) highway, 6.6 MOO kn (43 mpg) afy, estrnated h i g h  mnge of 1,057 kn based on 55 1 hiel tank capocrty Actual fuel usage in 011 coses may vary SeHo" and "TDI" ore registered fmdernorks of Volkswogen AG QVollowogen Canada Inc 2006 
I 
I 
L 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
Ii , 
0 iU Hovercraft I1 
PASSERSBY hadto do a double take last week as the wheels at the base of a this 30-tonne Linkbelt rough terrain crane appeared to levitate 
off the ground. Tony Matias, a maintenance worker for the Best Western Terrace Inn, stops next to the giant wheels hovering several inches 
off the ground thanks to outriggers used to lift the body of the machine off the ground, taking the weight off the wheels and stabilizing the 
'crane. The crane was used to lift an 800-pound replacement motor for the hotel's elevator up to the top floor for installation. Matias then 
L 
'used the crane to access exterior windows for replacement and recaulking. SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN PHOTO 
t '  I "  
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HIGH ACHIEVEMENT 
Royal LePage Terrace 
Congratulates 
Rachel Duriez 
"President's Gold" 
' Success on attaining 
For the month of April 
Royal LePage Terrace 
W A N T  A POND, NOT A SWAMP! 
By Quinton & Jessica Freeman 
I think of clean water cascading over rocks in a 
gurgling brook on a gravel stream bed, ornamental 
grasses being brushed by the cool water, the 
majestic glow of a flowering clematis vine as it 
clings to a mossy log, water lilies gently opening 
as the warm sun peaks through the branches of a 
young hemlock, koi lazily swimming clearly visible 
at the bottom of this natural paradise. This is only 
the beginning of the Aquascape lifestyle. 
It's true that water gardening has had its flops, 
but it has also had its successes. The industry has 
learned from both, so much so that water gardeners 
can consistently build beautiful, successful, and 
very low maintenance ponds. It's really quite 
simple. In the past a pond was a piece of fish 
safe liner tossed in a hole, a pump and hose, a 
potted water lily, and few fish gasping for air. Not 
to mention string algae and green water. A healthy 
natural ,pond needs to have a balanced life cycle 
and the part of that cycle that has been missing in 
most ponds is beneficial bacteria. These bacteria 
live in the biological filters and on rocks and gravel 
in the pond. They consume ammonia and nitrites 
that poison the water. Anothe[> important aspect 
of a proper pond is filtration. Although most 
ponds have some form of filtration it is usually not 
enough. The water needs to be continually moving, 
therefore you need to circulate the whole pond 
approximately once per hour to get proper filtration. 
It is all about creating a balanced ecosystem. With 
an Aquascape pond it is very easy to achieve once 
you have the proper tools and understanding. 
If you have any questions on how you can create 
this beautiful paradise in your yard please call or 
come by our store. 
Give Your Yard 
Some Fresh Appeai! 
Cherry 
Apple 
8 Plum 
0 Pears 
Blueberries Raspberries 
www.uplandsnursery.com 
.Trees & Shrubs -Turf 
*Annuals 
*Perennials *Specialty R ododendrons 
*Garden Sup lies R 
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Win cash with the I .  
Mortgage Millions Giveaway. .-  
Visit a branch today - over $2 million available to be 
Right now TD Canada Trust has an 
offer that will really make you feel at 
home. All you have to do is apply for a 
mortgage before May 26,2006. Every' 
eligible mortgage2 will be automatically 
entered into a sweepstakes for a chance 
to win 1 of 60 c 
and a half million dollars in scratch and 
win , cash prizes available to be won for 
anyone who's interested in just 
to us. Visit a branch for your chance 
to win. 
' 
Whether you're looking for security 
ith a fixed rate mortgage or flexibility 
ith a variable rate, we have the mortgage 
prizes of $10,000:' 
1. There's also one 
that's right for you. Simply visit your 
nearest TD Canada Trust branch or call 
1-866-884-5261 to book an appointment 
with a Mobile Mortgage Specialist. 
1 
1 I 1  
Visit your nearest TD Canada Trust branch for contest information 
or www.tdcanadatrust.com/mortgages/contest 
Canada "Wrest 
Banking can be this comfortable 
1. 2,300 Scratch and Win prizes ranging from $500 to $2,000 (total value CON$l,500,000) are available to be won. Odds of winning a prize ore approximately 1 in 1,115. No purchose required for Scratch and Win. Scratch and Win prizes must 
ie doimed by May 26,2006. 60 Sweepstakes Draw prizes of $10,000 each (total value $600,000) are available to be wan, one in each of 60 branch districts. Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries received within that district. 
Yew mortgages of $50,000 or more outstanding by August 31,2006 are eligible for the Sweepstakes Draw. Open to Canadian residenh over age of maiority. Skilltesting question required. Contest end; 1 I : 5 W  p.m. Easterr; Time on August 31,2006. 
Full Rules are available otwww.tdcanadatrust.com/mortgages/contest or in branch. 2. To be eligible for the Sweepstakes Drow, a new TO Canada Trust residential mortgage must be applied for belwoen March 13,2006, and May 26,2006, indusive 
d mhh $50,000 of new funds being aduonced/released and ouktanding by August 31,2006. An eligible moCgage can not be a renewal or a refinancing of an existing mortgage, unless an additional $50,000 is advanced and avtstonding. 
b am be either a regular mortgage or a Home Equity line of Credit. - _ - _ -  _ _  
.. ~ . .  
/I 
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I-- , working on the trestle and its owner were fined last week. CN was fined in 1999. , , 0 
Company,Q owner drawr fines” 
~ for 1997 rail tre<stle collapse 
By MARGARET,SPEIRS 
HEYY FINES were handed out to a company and its owner 
whose failure to ensure proper bracing of a crane led to the 
deaths of two men near here almost a decade ago. 
A Port Coquitlam provincial court judge ordered Scott 
, Steel Ltd. to pay fines totalling $70,000 and owner Ron Steel 
to pay a fine of $15,000 for their roles in the collapse of a 
bridge trestle on the CN line south of Terrace Oct. 27, 1997. 
William Hugh Carson, a CN crane operator from Kam- 
loops, plunged to his death and John Marti of Telkwa died 
while being airlifted to hospital in Vancouver. 
1 Scott Steel had been retained by CN Rail to reconstruct 
the bridge. 
Crews were working with a crane mounted on the train 
tracks over a creek when the collapse occurred. 
7 Proviticial crown official Stan Lowe said the fines were 
within the range sought by Crown prosecutor Ronald Cockx 
and were in line with fines from similarrcases. 
“These are significant fines in this case. There’s no doubt 
of that,” he said. 
Lowe said Steel and his company have 30 days to appeal 
the sentences. 
Scott Steel Ltd. and owner Ron Steel were found guilty 
of failing to ensure there were pertinent construction details. 
Scott Steel Ltd. was found-guilty of failing to ensure the 
bridge was properly braced and failing to ensure adequate 
direction and instruction of the workers March 8. 
CN Rail was convicted in 1999 under the Canada Labour 
Code and fined $50,000. , 
_- 
’ - 
I ..Low chance of flooding this year 
DON’T EXPECT the Skeena River to flood this spring, says 
a provincial government water expert. 
the Skeena is approximately 82 per cent of normal; says en- 
vironment ministry official Allan Chapman. 
normal with mid to high elevation 
the weather to be wetter and cooler,” Chapman continued. 
“And that could be positive at 
Weather records as of (the end 
snowfall and in the northwest was 
st when you talk about 
-7 
~, The average\+snow water index for the area that feeds into ’ dry forest conditions,” he said. 
I low elevation snowpack appears to 
meen 70 to 95 per cent of normal. , There was, however, slightly 
“You’re well enough below normal that the potential for more snow - 45 centimetres comparedto an average of 34.7 
flooding is not very high,” said Chapman. cm. When combined, snow and rain for March amounted to 
Runoff has been below normal the last four years but 51.6 mm of precipitation, 61 per cent of normal. 
that’s not sufficient to indicate a real trend, he added. ‘ Chapman said the northwest’s lack of snow this winter 
But Chapman does say the lack of snow, particularly in b-. came about because of a high pressure system moving in 
the low elevation areas, raises forest fire womes as valley from the Arctic. 
bottoms dry out more quickly as spring moves on. “Most of the rest of the province was at least normal and 
At the same time above normal,” he said. 
The high pressure system ke 
.pusK€hem toward 
current snow conditions, be 
I 
. .  ...-,..- .-.s b-rc“..”. 
cy, not a strong statistical power behind it, but a tendency for flows are forecast for the Fraser River. (1 ! 1 
0 0  I FACTOWDIRECT I 
SPRING SALE ‘ 1  
16” x 16” x 2 Y2” SLABS ( G ~ Y )  $2.99 ea 
,8” x 4”’SCP PAVERS’ , ( G ~ Y )  
8” x 16 x 1 Y4”SLABS ( G ~ Y )  
TYPE 10 CEMENT (88 Lb: Bag) $1 0.29 ea. 
SPECUL PRICING ON SECONDS OFAU MNDS! 
-NOW OPEN ON URDAYS 
I t And Sa 
PRODUCTS LTD, I 
I *  
1 ,  
I 
I 
I 
Valid for a limited time at participating maatlng locations. Not valid for AI Work meetings and 
Online subscription products. WEIGHT WATCHERS Is a reglsterod trodamarks of Weight 
Watchers international, Inc. 02008 Walght Watchers Intornational, Inc. All rights reserved. 
5239 Keith h e o  8 635-4770 or 635-7158 
Qut ob  TOW^ 1-800-566-71 58 
i 
L‘ 
CE LEBlUkTI NG 
WITH MUSIC 
A Special Musicul Evening Dedicated to Volunteer Community Groups 
who are contributing in a phenomenal way to the Spirit of Terruce 
Musical Director - Susan Brouwea 
li P 
4 
P 
4 
FEATURING: 
A Special Tribute to Vesh Douglas and Jim Ryan 
Solo Performances by: 
Yvette Bos - Clarinet 0 Andrew Johnstone - Trumpet 0 Barbara Tetz - Percussion 
A Special Band Performance of Jim Ryan% original composition 
”The Spirit Of Terrace” AND MORE! 
s 
F r t day* c”d 
s General Admission $%.OS Children Under 12 Free 
Net Proceeds to be Donated to h e  Terrace F d  Bank 
Funding provided by BC Gaming Commission through affiliation with the luck Dollar Bingo falace 
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:I Making it safer”’ 
7 I WORK IS well undewyy to improve the four-way stop at the’intersection of Hwyl6 and Hwy37. Maw Rosebloom works on the foundation for one of the new traffic islands at the location. ‘I , SARAH ARTIS PHOTO 
Money p be wanted 
LICY 
know ”tween them and government 
if there was a co mbers of the Tahltan na- 
tion north of here over issues 
why there’s a <diff&ence . policy. of resource development. 
’ between donations reported 
by Liberal candidates in the, 
2001 provincial election 
and the amounts filed by 
b The Victoria-based 
didate donations to Elec 
I 
Full Service C 
Come visit with MP Nathan Cullen 
3 
” C? 
WEDNESDAY MAY 24 
7:00,- 9:OO PM. 
Nathan Cullen’s Constikency &ice 
(1 04-471 0 Lazelle Avenue) 
www.nurtroncu/&?n.ccr 
-008-622-02 12 
researchers have found a 
similar pattern for the 2005 
provincial election. 
The Dogwood Initiative 
discovered the differences in 
filings when it began to track 
The Dogwood,Initiative ’ 
describes itylf as an orga- 
nization h e d  at promoting 
democracy and community 
controld .over land and re- 
source use, 
W u -e 
pe 
W 
a 
I Keep enjoylng It all with Delta by ’ I  I ,  Oticon. A whole new generation of - 
hearing enhancement. 
For a free hearing test, 
call 1-800563-HUR. 
9 cm. 
Cedars . Perennials 
4 - 5 Feet 
“At the very least, this is 
very sloppy butat the most it 
rises to an offence of a fail- 
ure to file [donations],” said Speaking last 
Horter. “Failure to exercise Harris said Elections B.C. 
due diligence could be an should look into the Dog- 
were reported by his carn- 
paign but not by the 
cial Liberal party. . 
. ... . . .  _..---_ . -.. , . . , .. _I 
, .  
I I I  
4PackCell . 
Bedding Plant 
Assorted. 
, I  
. 10” Assorted. 
of this month. ‘’ 
But crews must first“ 
‘grade the roadbed near the 
‘Y’ intersection in the valley 
and then to New”Aiyansh 
and on to Nass ‘Camp, says 
transportation ministry offi- 
cial George Lomas. ‘ 
r ’  It had been readied for 
pavement last year but 
weather and delays forced a 
halt to the project last fall. 
“Some of the gravel 
needs to be replaced because 
of grading over the winter,” 
said Lomas. 
He anticipates a, project 
completion date before the 
end of June. 
Completion delays last 
year now mean the Nisga’a 
Highway improvement proj- 
ect will lake eight years in- 
stead of the seven originally 
forecast. 
All told, just over $51.5 
million will have been spent 
by the time the work is com- 
plete. The work was first ap- 
proved by the former NDP 
government. 
That figure doesn’t in- 
clude the $32 miliion spent 
on extending the Nisga’a 
Highway west of Greenville 
to Kincolith at the mouth of 
the Nass River. 
As an added value, some 
pullouts and roadways with- 
in the Nisga’a Lava Bed 
Memorial Park will also be 
paved. 
Although the highway 
improvement project itself 
may be coming to an end, 
the transportation ministry 
I 
Basket 
Stuffers 
I marking the end of a multi- 
year project to improve the 
highway leading ~ into the 
Nass Valley and in the valley 
itself should s t 4  by the end 
ment projects to be done 
which are not part of that 
multiiyear plan. p.m. Monday to Sat 
, 
Pioneer’l BOCK 
DEALER #5958 ’O.A.C. Net Of Taxes 
c c 
!for 'excellent service 
A LOCAL fisheries of- 
: ficer joined 26 other peace 
from across the 
receive a medal 
ding -work service 
governor general 
Bumip, detach- 
ment supervisor for conser- 2 vation and protection, was 
awarded the newly created 
Peace Officer Exemplary 
Service Medal from Gover- 
:. ,nor General Michaelle lean 
* .  t ,  during the inaugural presen- 
tation" ceremony at Rideau 
Hall in Ottawa May 12. 
Bumip, who received 
his invitation to the 'event 
:: three weeks earlier, said 
:= he 'believes area director of 
; conservation and protection 
; Siegi Tiriegl nominated him 
; back in September without 
; telling him. 
He called the nomination 
1 "unexpected."> 
I "When you're nominated 
'* 
'. 
! ' ,  
Michaelle Jean for 27 years of outstanding work in Ot- 
tawa May 12. CORPL. ISSA PARE PHOTO 
Prior to coming here, he created Dec. 15,2004. 
was stationed in Port Al- The award recognizes 
more adminisbation bemi, and before that was peace officers who. have *: 
b. less field work than when he in Masset, New Aiyansh, devoted at least 20 years to i: stirted. Smithers, New Westminster, protecting the safety and se- 
e, curity of the public in Cana- 
e'. officers not here but in "It's a pretty unique job da and who have performed 
: S h a t  and New Aiyan& that affords you the ability their duties in an exemplary 
2 and the 
>\ Bay, *e mid- rience and meet some pretty '1 r Peace officers are em- 
*: :. N & ~  River are under his ju- 
He supervises fisheries , Victoria and Bella Bella. 
entire marine xeas to move around, gain expe- manner!' 
P er and b e  entire unique people," he said, add-" ployed by rec 
ing he has ?O plans to move ,ganizations inc 
from here. not limited to, 
began h i s  fisher- The next career move up- Border Servic 
a re r  as a field officer ward would be area chief, Parks Canada, Fish'eries 
and OceansoCanada and the 
Ter- plating at this point. dep?ments of citizenship, 
his longest The Peace Officer immigration and he  envi- 
and worked his w a position he's not contem- 
emplby Service Medal was ronment. 
I I 
I Terrace Art Association's 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
Will be held on Monday 
4610 Park Avenue I 
(Lower Level of the Terrace Library) , 
Meting will start at 7:OO p.m. 
REGULAR BOARD MEETING TO FOLLOW 
current N ~ W  Members ~eicome 
I'Kalurn Sustainable 
ResourceJMana ement Plan 
Land Use 0 t je 
tice is hereby given that the Objectives listed , 
in the Kalum Sustainable Resource Management 
Plan (SRMP) are esrablished as Land Use Objectives 
pursuant to Section 93.4 (1) of the LandAct. The 
Land Use Objectives apply to the area of the 
Kalum SRMP, map 1. The Land Use Objectives take ' 
effect immediately. 
Pursuant to section 6(2) of the Land Use Objectives 
Regulation the Order and a summary of revisions 
to the draft Objectives are filed a t  the Northern 
* Interior Regional Office of the Ministry of Forests 
and Range in Prince George. \I 
Copies of the Order, and the Kalum SRMP 
- including maps are available a t  the Smithers I 
office of the lnteg d Land'Management Bureau 
and at: httpd/ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/ilmb/lup/srmp/ 
I 
> 
' 
For further information, ple 
' Recknell, Integrated Land Management 
Bureau, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Lands, Skeena Region 250 847-7535 o 
' Geoff.Recknell@gov.bc.ca 
Toll Free through Enquiry BC: 1 800 663-7867 
Canada's New Government 
BUDGET 2006 
Focusing on priorities 
Tax Relief. Focused Spending. 
Tax relief for all Canadians including 1 percentage 
point off the GST and 28 other tax cuts. 
care spaces and the $4,200 per year Uni 
Child Care Benefit. * 
0 Balanced budget and plan to reduce debt 
by $3 billion per year. 
Debt Paydown. (1 
sed spending to help families includin 
I 
I 
' 5  
Find out what Budget 2006 does for you, click 
I 
www.fin.gc.ca 
l 
or call 1 800 0-Canada (1 800 622-6232) TIY 1 800 926-9105 ' 
(telecommunications device for the speech and hearing , 
impaired/deaf) or visit a Service Canada centre 'near you. 
entry into FRENCH :MMERSION is in 7 5  
indergarten. and 6 
" I 
Don't miss out on 
program of choice within the p 
attracted by the range of ben 
provides to the cognitive and s 
Call .63 
.. , . . 
. , .  . 
- .  
Canadian Parents for French - Teirace 'Chapter 
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9 Studies shift from 
class to newsroom 
SUMMER IS here and with the sun and the salmon 
comes a new Terrace Staridard student journalist. 
Having just completed a journalism program 
last month in the big, bad City of Vancouver, I am 
happy to be here for many reasons. 
First, Vancouver traffic was turning nie into a 
monster. Second, I can’t wait to explore the out- 
doors - especially the mountain biking trails - of 
the North. And finally, I’m excited to get to know 
the ins and outs of Terrace, including the people. 
I’ve always wanted to live in a smaller town. 
Using my past work experience as an ESL 
teacher, business writer and health research ad- 
ministrator, I hope to do the best job I can at the 
Terrace Standard. 
But please be patient and please be kind - not 
that I’m worried because everyone I’ve met so far 
has been. 
Youth served at. the 
Terrace Art Gallery 
THIS YEAR’S Youth Art exhibit features almost 
700 pieces that have been submitted by local 
young people - 650 of these are small canvasses 
that form a mural collage in the lower Gallery. 
As part of the Terrace Art Gallery’s special 
events to celebrate 25 years as a visual arts sup- 
porter and promoter, earlier this year it sent open 
invitations to all the area schools giving them the 
opportunity to purchase the small canvasses and to 
paint them as part of a larger project. 
They also received much appreciated support 
from many local businesses who donated funds to 
keep the cost of materials reasonable for the chil- 
dren. 
Each year, individuals and ,select classrooms 
submit work to tlic show but the mandate for the 
2006 project was to get as iililny children ‘involved 
as possiblc. 
Bccausc the works nced to bc framed in order 
to bc displaycd, often youngcr grades are not able 
to participatc as fiilly. 
With Parent Advisory Council suppoit, several 
of the priiiiily and clcmciitaiy clnssrooms were 
Thc rcsult is i I t i  imprcssivc showing 01’ the 650 
able 10 take pi1i.t. 
individual picccs displayed i I S  o i i ~  lilrgc exhibit. 
field trips will 
id low tlic chil- 
dren to visit 
and see their 
niastcrpieccs 
displaycd in a 
professional 
setting. 
For many 
of the chil- 
dren, it  will 
be their ,,first 
time in an art 
gallery and 
organizers  
are hoping it will inspire.them and create a sense 
of self-confidence. Children and their parents are 
also invited to come down and visit during regular 
hours. 
“It is exciting to see them come in and try to 
find their work among all the others - especially 
the younger ones,” says gallery coordinator Kim 
$Yoodd, adding the works will be on display until 
the end of May. 
The miniature canvasses are also being offered 
to celebrity artists in the region. These will be dis- 
played in the gallery during the month of August 
and sold at a live auction as a fundraiser for the 
Terrace Art Association. 
Politicians, local artists, association members 
and well-known business people have been asked 
to display their talents in support of the event. 
For more information, call the gallery at 638- 
8884 or check out its Web site at www.terraceart- 
gallery.com 
tlic gallery 
I W Sum of its. parts 
CYNTHIA Northridge admires the-mural of art on display this month at the Terrace Art Gallery. The mural is part of the Youth Art 2006 
exhibit and features some 650 individual pieces created by Terrace students. P DUSTIN QUEZADA PHOTO I 
~y SARAH mns 
DESPITE WIND apd rain, Terrace’s Canadian Cancer 
. S0;Fiety Relay for Life raised more.money than ever before, 
says the event coordinator. 
the May 6 event. “Maybe we suffered a little bit because of 
the weather but we certainly can’t complain.” 
Participants raised a record $71,050.89 and money is still 
coming in. 
”This year’s goal was $61,000 but we sueassed it,” Owen 
said. 
The Relay for Life is a national Canadian Cancer Society 
fundraiser. In Terrace, it lasted from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. in 
George Little Park. Bands played live music 
day, while participants in teams of 12 took 
around the park.. 
‘The idea is to ‘have one person 
pack at all, times,” Owen said. She 
cess to increased cancer aw-ireness’ 
“More people are being diagno 
1 there, doing something to help,” she said: 
LAURIE Mitchell, displays the Stitching Generations tag on one of the quilts the Dorothy Bartsoff, 52, of the Fo 
the day’s top pledge eanier at $4,016.10, group has made for donation. 
“We had such a fantastic success,” said He 
QUEZADA 
m 
She feels strongly about the importance of the Relay for S t i t c h i n g to CJ et h e r a) LifEit means the worl! to me 
I other people who have been 
out with financial burdens, because living in the northwest, 
we don’t have a cancer facility so, from what I understahd, 
people have to travel to either Vhcouver or Kelowna for better community 
By DUSTIN QUEZADA 
IT’S AN addiction that lcaves its practitioners 
N i t h  pain i n  tlicir backs and fingers. 
“You do gct quilter’s hand,” says Laurie 
Witchcll, one of a dozcn people that make up 
3titcliiiig Gciicratioiis. 
This is a group whose colourful creations 
irc as warming as its cause. 
The 12-member group of quilters gather 
it least once a week and make an average of 
75 quilts per year between them for chari- 
able donations. 
The group makes quilts for the RCMP, 
rerraceview Lodge, Mills Memorial Hos- 
bital, the men’s and women’s shelters, the 
ferrace Fire Department and social services 
agencies. 
And when people are displaced from their 
homes - mostly cases of fire - the group is 
there. 
Mitchell says the group had 25 quilts 
within 48 hours of a fire that displaced 75 
people in Prince Rupert in trecent years. 
In the two and a half years since Stitch- 
ing Generations has been doing its thing, the 
dozen members have made in excess of 200 
quilts. 
“The reason we have to produce so many 
is because there’s the need,” Mitchell added. 
A lot goes into the making of these intri- 
cately designed blankets. 
Between cutting, piecing, assembling 
blocks, setting blocks into the top, quilting 
and binding, a quilt takes on average 20 to 60 
hours of work depending on the size. 
And it’s not cheap either. A twin bed takes 
seven metres of fabric and a king size quilt 
would cost about $500 to make. 
The local quilting group has been helped 
financially by Northern Savings Credit Union 
and Fabriclaud gives a 50 per cent discount 
on their materials. 
Of course, not all the members’ labour 
goes to charity. Mitchell says she and others 
typically split their time in half toward the 
charitable projects and their own. 
Mitchell says she and others will stay up 
to the wee hours of the morning only to get 
up early to keep quilting. 
“I’m sort of obsessed but it’s creative and 
fun,” she added. 
And the social aspect can’t be over- 
looked. 
“It’s very much afap~ily ...most of us don’t 
have family in the area,” Mitchell said. 
Quilting, it seems, has had a renaissance 
and Mitchell says the group is getting more 
quilters all the time. 
“It’s very much retro. Quilting with the 
new technology is definitely rising,” she 
said. 
Whether through good hearts or the fact 
their family members don’t want any more 
quilts as gifts, the group presses on with its 
charitable work. 
Two weeks ago, they met to pick which 
groups they would distribute their works to, 
something they do twice a year. 
It was decided that 31 quilts are going 
to be distributed among Mills Memorial 
Hospital, Terrace Search and Water Rescue 
and the Ksan Society’s transition house and 
men’s emergency shelter. 
“We want to give back to the community,” 
“Our only criteria is that [the quilts] go to 
a person, not an institution and that they stay 
local or in the province.” 
The most recent emergency donations by 
Stitching Generations went to a couple on 
the southside and a woman in the Nass Val- 
ley, who were respectively displaced by fires 
in the last half year. 
, Mitchell said. 
\ 
’.,’ 
treatment or diagnosis,” she said. 
“Together we can make a difference, build a better com- 
munity, free of cancer, if we all help and donate to such a 
worthy cause.” 
“I’m a very positive person,” Bartsoff said of her accom- 
plishment. “When I have a goal set, I like to accomplish it, 
Everyone said, ‘Dorothy, we’d be more than happy to donate 
to such a good cause.”’ 
As a five-year cancer survivor, Bartsoff was one of about 
75 who walked in +e first lap of the relay, which was dedi- 
cated solely to cancer survivors. 
“I felt very proud to walk in harmony with all the su*rvi- 
vors and their families,” she said. “It’s amazing to see every ’ 
year more survivors walking in the lap:’ 
Thirty-one teams and 346 participants took part in the 
I 
’ 1 
Relay for Life. . \- 
CANCER survivor Mackenzie Agnew takes a break 
during the May 6 Relay for Ltfe. SARAH A F ~ S  PHOTO 
i - ,~ - .  ~ , 
I 
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p.m. Admission is $15 at the door. 
W Branch 13 Legion hosts Kenny Wade, a 
Nashville Star contestant and recording artist 
on Friday, June 2 from 8:30 p.m. to 110:30 p.m. 
Traditional country music and old time country 
music is featured. Tickets are $15 per person and 
are available at the branch lounge. . karaoke, free pool/Thurs. college games night/ 
Fri.-Sat. dance music & door prizes/Sunday 8 
p.m. to midnight music jams. A great opportunity 
to network with fellow musicians in a friendly 
1) 
to Terrace tomorrow night. See 
tails below. 
children under 12 free. Net p 
to the Terrace Food Bank; 
ibute to Vesta Douglas and Jim Ryan and solo W Copper Mountain Music presents Corbin 
s on clarinet, Andrew' Murdoch & the Nautical Miles, a 5-piece foWalt 
d Barbara] Tetz on country band from Vancouver, playing at the Best 
THIS painting by Stefany Hampton is one of 
many creations contributed by youth cur- 
rently on display at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
for 6 to 13 year olds 
Stretch Your Imagination, 
Make' New friends 8 $125 for over 50 hours of Ins!ruction 
July Session: Tues-Fri, July4 to 28 
Aug Session: Tues-Fri, Aug 1 to 25 
x Mornings~(9om~Noon) or Ahernoons (I-4pm) 
Limited Enrollment 
Our official ticket outlet i s  
m i 7  - 471 6 Lazelle Ave 
I -3 
COMMUNITY EVENTS The T m c e  GreaterrBeautification sbciety's 
SATURDAY, MAY 20 beautification work bees meet Tuesday nights 
The Terrace Art Gallery calls for celebrity at the George Little House at 7 p.m. Everyone 
painters to unite! Artist Dawn Germyn's "Flower welcome. The society also meets on the first 
Power" workshop is rescheduled to Saturday, May Thursday of the month at 7 p.m. at city hall. New 
20th from 1-3 p.m. at the gallery. All members members welcome. Call Chris at 638-1049. 
and celebrity artists are invited to work on their 
miniature masterpieces. Contac? the gallery at The Terrace Emergency §heiter hosts Bannock 
638-8884 for more information. 8. Beans, where Fridays are chili nights at the 
shelter. From 4-6 p.m. at 2812 Hall St. Call 635- 
FRIDAY, MAY 26 5890 for more info. The meal is free. Volunteers5for 
" night o f  accoustic guitar folk music featuring Rob 
Brown and some of his students. Reservations The Canadian Cancer Resource Centre offers 
recommended for a Mediterranean dinner. For cancer support group for family and friends 
info call 635-1 51 0. meeting every second and fourth Thursday of 
the month at 7 p.m. Next meeting is May 25. The 
cancer centre is at 207-4650 Lazelle Ave. It's open 
Kermode Friendship Society presents the first Monday to Friday from 12-2 p.m. Internet access 
Northwest Elders Conference, "Gathering our for cancer research is available. For information 
Wisdom: Pathway to the Future" at Kitsumkalum about emergency aid or peer support programs, 
Headliners include storyteller Bea Shawanda, 
fancy dancer Ernie Philip and Doris Peters. A brain injury support group in Terrace meets 
Registration is free, but you must pre-register. the fourth Wednesday of each month from 4-530 
Please pick up a registration form at the friendship p.m. in the conference room at the library. The 
centre (3313 Kalum Street). meetings are open to survivors, family members 
and service providers. For more info, call Mark at 
PSAS 638-1 81 8 or e-mail mark-braininjury@yahoo.ca 
Skeena Child Care Resource and Referral 
and Nisga'a Child And Family Services hosts The Clay Artists of Terrace Society is taking 
the Nass Valley Child Care Picnic in the Park at registrations for June pottery classes for both 
Laxgalts'ap Field on Thursday, May 18 from 10 adults and children at the new community pottery 
a.m. to 1,p.m. Free, family fun with activities and studio. Call Pat at 635-5574. 
. .  L Anka's Fresh 'Fed-and I s e e r t  'Cafezhosts- a-. mealpreparation always needed.. , .__ 
' MAY26-28 
Hall Friday, May 26 through Sunday, May 28. call638-8583. I1 
i 
0 snacks provided (bring your own lunch). Everyone 
welcome. For info call 638-1113 or 1-888-638- 
1863. 
The Terrace Heath Unit (341 2 Kalum St.) offers 
prekindergarten immunization clinics for children 
starting kindergarten this fall. Any children who 
are already attending kindergarten who missed 
their immunizations last year can also attend.' 
Please call 638-2200 to make an appointment. 
Available dates are: Thursday, May 18 (9 a.m. to 
12 p.m.); Friday, May 19 (9 a.m. to 4 p.m.) Contact 
the health unit when making an appointment if 
someone other than the parent or legal guardian 
will be bringing the child. , 
I Thursday May 18,2006 Theatre Aive Month1 Terrace. For - Come and join the 
I M 27,2006 
700 p-m. Tickets $1 0.00. Call 638-1 172 to purchase 
tickets or for information 
NC 7f final Dance Performance Dance Celebration. 
Terrace Churches' Food Bank continues 
distribution of food at the rear of 4647 Lazelle Ave. 
from 1-3 p.m. on Wednesday, May 17forsumames 
S to 2; and Thursday, May 18 for anyone missed. 
The above order will be enforced, so please come 
on the right day and bring identification for yourself 
and your dependents. 
Terrace RCMP, in order to raise awareness of 
National Missing Children's Day, offers a free child 
identification clinic that will include fingerprinting 
of children between the ages of two and 12. 
Saturday, May 27 in the community room at the 
Skeena Mall between noon and 4 p.m. 
Skeena Diversity hosts and presents another 
Safe Harbour - RespectGor All workshop. The 
workshop is free, takds two-plus hours and 
entitles the participants to a Safe Harbour logo to 
place on the window or door of their workplace. 
Scheduled for June 6 from 9-1 1 :30 a.m. at city hall 
(downstairs boardroom). To pre-register contact: 
635-1 520 or "mailto:info@skeenadiversity.com" 
info@skeenadiversky.com 
Cafenara hosts acoustic jams every second 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. If you play an acoustic stringed 
instrument ar.9 you would like to share your talent 
and inspiration with other musicians, then this is 
for you. The jam is open to: anyone willing to share 
knowledge and learn new styles: composers and 
songwriters: any level of expertise from beginner 
to expert: any genre of music. Call 61 5-3727. 
May 31,206 
Caledonia Music Year End Concert 
'June 1,2086 
Skeena Bands in Concert. Come and listen to the work 
of our fine local musicians. 
June 2,2006 E Veritas School Final Concert. An evening of 'music, 
Canadian Cancer Society will be training 
volunteers in Terrace on June 2-3 and there's 
still room to register in the Cancerconnection 
program. Are you a cancer survivor eager to make 
a difference in the lives of cancer patients? You 
can offer hope and provide caring one-on-one 
support to a newly diagnosed cancer patient. 
Please contact Nancy Shelford at 1-800-81 1- 
5666 for more information. 
The Happy Gang Centre hosts a pancake 
breakfast on the first Saturday of each month 
from 6-11 a.m. and its general meeting goes on 
the second Thursday of every month at 2 p.m. 
v ,  
Kermode Friendship Society offers free tutoring 
at its Kalum St. location with an After School 
Homework Club Mondays through Thursdays 
from 3:30 - 330 p.m. This program is open to 
youth in need bf help and support in school. Peer 0 
tutors wanted. Learn by teaching. This could be 
used as hours required in' graduation portfolio. 
For more information contact Kim Besharah of 
Kermode Friendship Society at 635-4906 ext. 27. 
Skeena Family Resources presents free programs 
for parents and children under six at Kitselas 
on Queensway, Skeena Kalum Housing and at 
Kitsumkalum. Parent connection, information 
workshops for parents and fun activities far kids. 
Tuesdays to Thursdays from noon to 2 p.m. 
Transportation is available: Everyone welcome. 
Call 635-7087 for information or transportation. 
The Arthrl Cup hosts Stitch 'n Bitch, a co-ed 
kniting circle Thursdays from 7:30-9 p.m. Sewing 
and crochet also welcome with people on hand to 
teach. For more info call Renee at 61 5-9383. 
Soup Kitchen,. operating every Monday from 
12-1:30'p.m. at the Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum St. Enjoy a hot bowls of soup and a 
bun! Call Angela or Louisa at 635-4906. 
Renaissance Faire 2007 (June 22-23) is looking 
for anyone interested in sitting on a planning 
committee for the First Annual Renaissance Faire. 
Contact Tabatha at tabatha03-2000@hotmail. 
corn I 
Terrace Toastmasters is now meeting on the 
second and fourth Wednesday of each month at 
the firehall conference room. Always open to new 
members. Call Bob 638-0923 or Rolf 635-691 1. 
The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop at 4544 Lazelle Ave. has spring and summer 
stock and has jeans, children's, paperback and 
hardcover books on discount May 1 1-1 8. Open 
Tues-Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
I1 
! 
Alanon meets every Sunday at 7 p.m. at the 
Womens' Centre. 
Alcoholics Anonymous meetings every night of 
the week. Call 635-6533. N/A meetings 7:30 p.m. 
Saturdays at the education room at the hospital. I 
Call Tony at 798-2598. 
Girl Guides of Canada in Terrace is looking for 
volunteers! If you would like to be a Girl Guide 
leader or on district council call L a  at 635-3868. 
Royal Canadian Legion is appealing to members 
and their spouses for auxiliary volunteers to help 
prepare vegetables and pie crusts once a month 
for steak night and to help with dishes. If interested 
please phone 635-4862. 
4702 Lakelre Avenue, Terrace 635-6302 
Baby's Name: 
Alivio Sophie Maleo Kindred 
Dahs & Time of Birth: 
May 5, 2006 at 4:25 p.m. 
Weigh,: 6 Ibs. 12.5 oz. 
Sex:,Female 
Parents: Leah & Dustin 
Baby's Name: 
Jewel Hilary Rochelie Dennis 
b & Time of Birth: 
May 7,2006 at 8:47 p.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 13 02. 
Sex: Female 
Parents Tracy 8, Justin 
"W sjskr for Chanel" 
Baby's Name: 
Ryan Thorsen 
Dahs & Time of B i h :  
April 24,2006 at 3:20 a.m. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 12 02. 
Sex: Male 
k n n h :  Linda 8 Rob 
' 'We broiher for Amanda" 
Baby's Name: 
Matthew Christin Joshua Bright 
Date & Time of Birth: 
April 26, 2006 at 1'2:31 om. 
Weight: 8 Ibs. 7 oz. 
Sex: Mole 
Parents: Alexandra & Matthew 
'Wife bmher for Landon, 
River 8 Wlon" Baby's Name: 
Hailee Margaret Jade Harris 
Date & Time of Bib: Baby's Name: 
Michael Conan Craig May 9,2006 at 5 5 5  p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs. 6 02. Date & Time of Birth: 
April 29, 2006 at 3: 19 p.m. Sx: Female 
Weight: 6 Ibs. 4 oz. Pamnts: Fern & Sean 
Sex: Mole " H e  sister Ashley, 
Parents Crystal & Brandon &ds, k n a ,  Sean 
congratula 
parents on 
additions t 
f d e s ,  
t 
. ... . ., 
, .-.. . , 
George Little House inherits. 
piano with a Terrace history 
Instrument first arrived during the Second World War 
CONlRlBlPCEDBy ’ Three pianos were 
YVONNE MOEN brought into the officers’ 
quarters in an H-Hut. 
AFTER 72 years in Terrace, Today, that H-Hut is 
Aileen Frank has left the property of the Skeena 
Terrace to make her home Seniors Citizen Housing 
near her daughter Patricia, Society called Twin River 
her youngest son Bob, Estates and is used as a post 
all her grandchildren and office and social gathering 
great-grandchildren in Port centre for the estates’ resi- 
Coquitlam, B.C. I dents. 
But left behind is her After the armistice was 
cherished piano as ‘a gift declared in 1945, it was time 
.for the army to’ vacate its 
buildings. The pianos, along 
with everything else, 
being shipped out of tow 
Floyd Frank, then 
owner with his brother 
of Frank Bros, Dairy, often 
delivered milk and cream to 
- 
the community where she 
she loved to play the piano. and Floyd s t their lives occasion., 
So Floyd replied “Sure!” and together. 
bought this piano for Aileen 
ticular melody and joy to the 
Floyd used to say that 
from her family for the city Aileen ha any years of Aileen had he; own “built- 
at the George Little House to and moved it into their home e 0. in rhythm section” because 
be enjoyed. the dairy, farm. en- when she played a particu- 
The piano’s story: on It actually could also be te 0. larly up-beat tune, the dish- 
April 12, 2006, this cabinet ‘used as a “player” piano; es in her kitchen cupboard 
grand piano produced by the however, the complete play, would rattle in time! Aileen 
Gerhvd Heintzmann Com- er mechanism was not in- could really bang out the 
pany in Toronto was donated cluded with the piano ,when tunes! 
by Aileen Frank to the City Floyd bought it. Yes, there are many fond 
of Terrace to be placed and memories in this piano - if 
enjoyed in’the George Little River Estates was con- Rarely did a family gath-” only it could talk, what won- 
heritage holrse, also hom f structed on the site of some derful, stories it could tell of 
the Via Rail station. of the old army buildings. its life in Terrace. 
Along with the pi , In 1991, Floyd and Aileen 
Aileen also donated her an- Frank moved into Unit #45 
tique screw-top circular pia- ‘ of Twin River Estates. 
no stool with glass-ball claw Of course, the piano 
,feet as she felt they came moved into #45) with them 
as a pair and should not be - after 46 years, back near 
separated. it’s original location - the 
How the piano found its army officers’ 
way into the home of Floyd There i t  
and Aileen Frank and now Aileen donated her cher- 
more than 46 years later, it ished piano, along with its 
’finds itself very close to the unique stool to the city to 
original location where it ‘ be displayed, and hopefully 
wa@rst. brought-into Ter- played, as part of Terrace’s 
Fce, -makes ‘for a quite a tuneful heritage. 
story. ’ After more than 72 
At the beginning of the years in Terrace, Aileen 
Second World War, the area has moved to the Lower 
from Prince Rupert to Ter- Mainland to make her home 
race became a second line of near her daughter, Patricia, 
defence and, consequently, youngest son Bob, and all 
over I 3,000 soldiers were her grandchildren and great- 
moved into @e area and sta- grandchildren. 7 
tioned in Terrace. It just seemed fitting giv- 
In the’farm hbme on Frank 
Street, the piano was kept in 
their dining room and rested 
against a wall that was be- 
tween the dining room and 
Many years later, Twin thekitchen. 
ering, a’ birthday, a Christ-’ 
mas or other celebration oc- 
- ,  
d 
Cal students 
have the skills 
Cont’d Page B4 By SARAH ARns 
Cqncert Society 
Wednesday, May 24 at 7p.m. 
Terrace Library k r c l  Roo? 
New members n&. Everyone d m k .  
I I ,  
Linda Perry, diabetes Association ‘in the amount of 
$1,600, as part of their annual donations through the 
auspice of Gaming and lucky Dollar Bingo Hall. 
Looking for a French school? 
vsus chekhez une eeole francophone ? 
” S C O L A I R E  
f t a n c o p h s n e  
D E  L A  C O L Q M B I E -  B R I T A N  N I Q U E  
WHILE T O  auto 
mechanic students at 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
did well in a provincial skills 
competitions, so did one of 
the school’s woodworking 
students. 
Grade 12 students Mar- 
risa Wagner and Mike Hou- 
ing placed second to a North 
Vancouver school, out of 
10 two-student teams, in 
the 16th annual auto skills 
competition at the British 
Columbia Institute of Tech- 
nology (BCIT) in Burnaby 
May 6. 
Although Wagner said 
she was surprised to win, 
she was proud of Vrself. 
“I’m a girl and lots of 
guys don’t think girls. are 
good mechanics,” she said. 
“I showed them.” 
Houing, however, was 
confident in both of their 
skills, so he was more dis- 
appointed they didn’t come 
first. “Second’s not bad,” he 
said. 
The students had 90 min- 
utes to diagnose and repair 
about ten “bugs” in a mal- 
functioning Ford Escape. 
The first team to successful- 
ly start, road test and clear a 
final inspection was declared 
the winner. 
The Terrace team cor- 
rectly repaired all but one 
bug when time expired. 
Each student won a $750 
scholarship to BCIT’s au- 
tomotive program and a 
$400 scholarship to a post- 
secondary school of their 
choice from the Automotive 
Retailers Association. 
p e  Conreil rcolaire francophone de 
la Colombia-Bntannique is accepting 
registrations in z!! of its 37 schools in B.C. 
If French is your first language or if you 
received primary school instruction in French 
(excluding French immersion), your child is 
eligible for a Francophone education. 
BENEFITS: 
publicly funded French-language 
full-day francophone kindergarten 
safe transportation service 
language acquisition program - special education services 
leading edge computers and 
educational technology 
program from kindergarten to grade 12 
Le Conreil ocolaire francophona de la 
Colombie-Bntanniqus accepte les inscriptions 
dam son rdseau de 37 dcoles en C.-B. 
si le francais est votre langue matemelle ou ’ 
vous avez recu votre instruction primaire en 
francais (excluant I’immersion), votre enfant 
est admissible au programme francophone. 
BENEFICES : 
programme d’enseignement public 
complet de la matemelle h la 126 annhe 
matemelle h temps plein 
service de transport sicuritaire 
programme de francisation 
services d‘kducation spicialisie 
reseau d’ordinateurs h la fine pointe de 
la technologie en Oducation 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 17,2006 - 
‘Proniation and coillest rim fioin 15/05/06 to 15/10/06. No purdlase required to enter contest Winners will be requirq to correctly answer 
R a time-limited malhonalical skill.testtri uestion Odds 01 winniny depmd upon the total number of eligible entries nceived. Contest not 
Ooerl lo enlployees (and lheir tairiiltes) 07 hqorthlaild Propeities Corporation and Its afliliates Grand Prize valued ala manmunl of S3000.00 
CDN Prizes must be redeemed by January 31 2007. Scratch and win iickets ara presented at time of check-in with an eligible nlohtl 
rate For non.purcllase entry. pleasfiwnte 206s ROAD TRCASURES, Suite 310 ~ 1755 West Broadway, VanFower, BC Canada VGJ 4SY. 
h 
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Thlm oummer, everyone le a winner 
wlicri you stay at Sandman Ilotels, inns arid Suites! 
S t ~ y  JI aiiy Satidman property ami you’re eligible to 
win the Gr.ind I’riie of a trip for four to California. 
With each eligible stay. you receive a bcrdlch and win 
ticket for you: cliaiicc to win instant prizes such as a n  
il’dd Nanb. portable DVD player rnd great discounts. 
$ 
Let us be your home a w ~ y  from lioiiie this sumiiicr, 
while you travel between our conveniently locatcd 
’ properties in CJnada. Wlren you stay with Sandman. 
you caii rest assurcd you’ve nide  the sinart ciioicc! 
.. .. . . 
, . , (  
. .  .. . . 
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HOTELS I INNS I SU 
THANKS TO OUR SPONSO,RS AND 
GOLD 
ClBC 
Standard Radio, 
CJFW, 
The Mix 
SILVER 
Investors Group 
Terrace Standard 
BRONZE 
PNG 
Oracle Finance 
Terrace B Disbid Cr 
Speedee Printers 
RBC 
Elegant USA is recalling the Ortho Heated Seat Cushion 
product number 32-1425) due to a potential safety conce 
determined that a number of units may have a manufacturing defe 
that can lead to overheating, causing the seat cushion to smoke. 
To date, there have been 28 reported safety incidents in which the 
unit overheated, as well as two incidents of injury as a r 
this defect. Elegant USA is asking customers to disconti 
use of this product immediat 
How the unit can be identified: 
*Affected units were sold on or after December 1,2005 and 
are the Ortho brand only. Seat cushions purchased prior 
date are not affected. 
*The Ortho Heated Seat Cushion has a waffle design in th 
and a unique remote control. 
It also features a tag that identifies Elegant USA as the 
*The cushion is powered by a 12V cigarette adapter only. 
and to return the product to 
Canadian Tire for a refund. 
’\I 
I 
l 
I I Immersion excursion I I 
f 
1 CONGMTULAIIONS! 
4620 Lakelse Avet Terrace 638-7977 f 
orthwest Fuels 
5 t 35 &iih Ave., barace, B.C. V8G 1 K9 
Phone: 6250) 635-2066 
I 4.535 Greig Ave.. Terrace, B.C. P 635-741 2 
I 
!< 
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‘’ ROB BROWN 
onstant ch 
or years a few fishermen made their way 
down the road through the Tree Farm to 
fish the side channel passing by it or the 
runs below it. Apparently there were no 
problems until the last few years before the prop- 
erty was put upfor sale. 
I met theowner on my way back from the river 
once back then. He was standing by his shed, sadly 
surveying the tire tracks some vandal laid down 
across the beds where he had planted his seedlings. 
He told me how windows had been broken and 
how his buildings had been vandalized. And he ex- 
plained how he minded his own business, how he 
provided some jobs and how, now, he was going 
to have to gate his road and post No Trespassing 
signs. He was sad, almost apologetic that things had 
come to this far. - 
Out of soil made from sympathy for the tree 
farmer’s plight and old fashioned respect for 
someone’s property grew the idea that a trail to the 
river should be built alongside the periphery of the 
farm. 
’ Ron Young was commissioned for the job. He 
and a small crew brushed out a tidy track that fol- 
lowed the circuits of the small, clear creek that 
spills into the dark water of the slough next to the 
Tree Farm side channel. 
The t;ail didn’t get a lot of use, principally be- 
cause a brave wade across a deep and fast part of 
the channel was required if a fisherman wanted to 
gain the favourable bank or carry on downstream 
to the Dump Runs oimake his way across’island to 
the pool at Deep Creek. I walked it a few times and 
was rewarded with some fine fishing. 
Once, after taking on some water during a cross- 
ing I really shouldn’t have made then - and couldn’t 
make now I sat down on a log to pull my rubber 
chest waders back on, after emptying the water out 
of them, when something large broke water in front 
of me. 
I stood up. Another fish rolled. Before I could 
decide what I was going to cast, another did. I felt 
as if I was standing at a stop watching buses roll 6y. 
The channel was full of chinook, the first salmon of 
the year: springs. 
Persuading chinook salmon to bite flies is dif- 
ficult at’the best of times, but this was the best of 
times: in front of me were dozens of the magnifi- 
cent brutes swimming through clear water neither 
too high or too fast; a laboratory, a place to test all 
the half-baked hypotheses hatched in the heat of 
fervent dreams and schemes inspired by the king 
of salmon. 
I plucked a brilliant orange prawn from my wal- 
let and knotted it to 15-pound test German mono- 
filament, waded to my knees and cast to the shot 
rock on the far shore. The fly glowed brilliantly for 
30 feet before I lost sight of it, then reappeared at 
the end of the swing. 
This was all wrong. The fly had to be deep to 
provoke these giants. I walked the hot prawn down ( 
the run perfunctorily then unleashed it and tied on 
another large, bright fantasy with less bulk. 
That pattern disappeared more quickly but it was 
obvious that, at the deepest part of its drift, it was 
no more than a few feet below the surface. 
The, high speed, high density line I was using 
was a shadow of the fast sinking sink-tips of today. 
1 made pass after pass over the streaming fish, mov- 
ing closer with each one to the realization that my 
lure was swimming through the nebulous no-take 
zone. 
I returned to where I’d begun hours before,. 
opened the wallet once more, pulled out a skunk 
@e Wes Drain’s except for something iridescent 
bound into its wing, and flicked it out. 
A fish took it, grabbed3 on a whim, or because 
it was, completely at odds with the odds, in the right 
place at the right time. I pulled the hook deeply into 
Its jaw and set it on a course downstream with the 
kind of energy only a confined chinook can muster. 
The rest of the encounter is a blur blurred by time 
hat ends with the vivid neuromuscular recollection 
3f a snap and recoil that emphatically said I’d lost, 
mt ensured the defeat would be memorable. 
Twenty years later, Pawsome and I looked for 
Ron’s trail. The brush had taken over -,no discern- 
ble remnant remained - so we followed the creek 
o where the dangerous crossing had been erased 
>y logs. 
“Nothing stays the same,” I told the dog as we 
nade our way along the game trail to the Tree 
;arm. We came across a stone ring fire pit full of 
rim Horton’s cups and cigarette packages. 
From there we walked out through the corpse 
If the Tree Farm, crossing tire tracks freshly and 
ieeply dug deeply in the dirt. I picked up a dis- 
:arded plastic bag and filled it with refuse on our 
Nay out. 
“Maybe some things stay the same, Pawsome, ” 
admitted, giving her a scratch behind the ears. 
F 
0 
Local I /  /athletes sprint to victory 
By JILL HAWORTH 
SEVERAL LOCALS gave superb performances at the first 
field meet of the season at Skeena Junior Secondary School 
May 6. 
The meet feafured Gr&e 8 to Grade 12 athletes from Kit- 
imat: Prince Rupert, ahd Terrace competitors from Skeena 
Junior, Thonihill Junior, Centennial Christian and Caledonia 
Senior Secondary schools. ’ 
Jessica Ames, competing in the Grade 9 and 10 girls cat- 
egory, stood out the most. 
Ames received firsts in triple jump and long jump where 
she jumped 4.53 metres, qualifying her for provincials, 
which will take place later this year. 
Brandy Yagelniski received first in shot put, Katherine 
Scarborough took first in hi 
firsts in javelin and discus. 
Marlee Cater placed s 
Del6 Mckean took fourth in triple jump 
Amy Peltier and Kathryn Goodwin, the only two local 
girls in the Gride 11 and 1 
javelin while Brendan Genaille receiv 
triple jump for Grade, 11 and 12 boys. 
javelin and discus, Brandon Baverstock took first in javelin 
&d third in discus and Alex MacDougall came first in triple 
jump and second in long jump. 
A notable performance came from Kitimat’s Shawn Sears 
who cleared the high jump at 1.77 
above -. the starting height atprovinci 
Several more members .of the track 
to make it to this m&t, but will be participati 
.events, such as the zone competitions taking pla 
e% this weekend. 
*DELTA MCKEAN ‘of Skeena flew to a fourth place finish in triple jump among-the 
Grade 9 and 10 girls at the field meet held at Skeena Junior Secondary May 6. 
MARGARET SPEIRS PHOTO 
Hill climb I riders face ,all.t 
of weatherh , L  ,u 
By SARAH A. ZIMMERMAN 
CYCLISTS in the region kicked 
off the race season with a brutal 
13 kilometre grind up the Shames 
Mountain access road May 7. 
The annual event drew 27 com- 
petitors who took on a brutal head 
wind on the lower part of the road 
before getting mired in the tough 
gravel inany riders likened lo quick- 
sand. 
This year’s hill climb, hosted by 
the Terrace Off Road Cycling As- 
sociation, drew 10 more competitors 
than last year and riders faced dra- 
matic changes in weather over the 
course of the race: 
From sun and wind at the bottom 
of the hill to bouts of rain and even 
snow at the finish line, riders aged 
At the head of the pack was Ter- 
race rider Travis Carter who ped- 
alled his way to the top of the course 
in 52:06. 
He was followed by Willie Muller 
with a time of 5412.. 
Travis Yagelniski picked up third 
place, completing the grueling climb 
in 57:49. 
The Hollenberg family from 
Smithers had a huge presence at the 
event this year with Jody Hollenberg 
claiming first place in the women’s 
division, Jane Hollenberg securing ished the race in 1:28:53. 8692, 16. Ian Buchanan 
top spot in the junior girls category 
and Steven Hollenberg claiming an- 
other first place finish in the junior 
boys category. May long weekend. . Men 1. Jody Hohenberg ’ 1:Ol 
finished in second place in the worn- for the annual Kitimat River Chal- 2. Willie Muller , 54: 12 3. Laurel Wensche 
en’s division completing the course lenge which starts in Terrace and 3. Travis Yagelniski ’ 57:49 , 
in 1:18:24 behind Jody Hollenberg’s finishes in Kitimat. 4. Ray Praught 59:06 
time of 1:01:12. It’s scheduled for Sunday, May 5. Chris Cordts 5950 
a time of 1:32:18. Mountain bikers also. have a 7. Rudi Peters 1:07:01 
nior boys with a time of 1:00:27, fol- al Red Sand Root Chute near Red 1:1254 
lowed by Terrace riders Jeff Chap- Sand Lake May 22. 10. Joel Ringma 1:13:18 
man who took second with 1:02:37 The cross-country mountain 1 1. Keith Fell 1:15:54 
and Comor Gough claiming third bike race is a perennial favourite. 12. Bruce Chapman ’ 1:,1648 
place with a time of 1:14:59. Start time is 11 a.m. at Red Sand 13. George Gough 1:19:10 
11 to ~ O - P ~ U S  took part. 
NICK WILLMOT, left, and Keith Fell pedal up the Shames Mountain 
S A W  A. ZIMMERM 
I 
O r g ~ z e r s  were pleased’ with 
the turn out and hope to see a simi- 
lar tllrnout at their next races on the 
Terrace rider Karen Shaw-Cmer Road racers will take to Hwy 16 1. Travis Carter I 52:06 
Shames Mountain Hill Climb 
Results: 
2. Karen Shaw-Carter 
Laurel Wenche placed third with 21 at 11 a.m. 6. Steve Roders 1:04:52 1. Steven Hollenberg 1 :OO: 
Steven Hollenberg topped the ju- chance to hit the trails at the annu- 8. Bruce Martindale 1:10:36 3. Connor Gough 1:1459 
4. Nick Lindstrom 1:18:41 
Jynior Girls (13-18) 
‘‘ 1. Jane Hollenberg 1:28:53 
9. Colin Parry 
Jane Hollenberg was the only Lake. 14. Nick Willmot 1:23:49 Youth (Isunder) 
teenaged girl to take part and fin- For details call Kate at 638- 15. Adam McCarron 1:2429 1. Patrick Moore 201:04 
_ -  
DILlDLINIi FRIDAY 4 P.M. 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stbt holiday falls 
nday or Mo'nday, the deadilne is 
for all dkplgiy and classified 
TERRACE STANDARD, 321 0 CLINTON STREET 
ERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 www.terracestandard.com 
classifled and classified display ads MUST RF P R F P M  by 
either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in ads please 
have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
WOd Umssffl* rn< ClmssHIod DIspImy 
lonal coverage place your display ad In the 
kend edltion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
NORTHWEST ~, IAZELLE 
CARTRIDGE,EXCHANGE MINI STORAGE 
. .  .. . 
5 0 rn 6 3 8 rn ,7 2-8 3 FAX250.638.8432 email classifiedseterracestandard: 
Classifications! 
HAPPY BOm 
JuG27, 1947 
Ma 20,2005 
As we love J you, so we miss y 
In our memory you are near. 
loved, remembered, longed 1 
Bringing many a silent tear. 
b Peter, Matthew and fan 
ohvays; 
vertising advertising@terracestandard.com 
IDAY TOTriday 9am-4prn 
The Terrace Standerd roserves the right to classify ad8 under appropriate headings end to set rates therefore and Io determine Page Iocatlon. 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisam that il is against the provincial Human Rights Act to discriminale on the basis of children. marital status and 
employment when placing 'For Rent:' ads. Landlords can stele e no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard resewes the right to revise, edlc, Glassily or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed 10 the News Box Reply 
SeWica, end to repay the customer Ihe sum psld lor the edvartisoment end box rental. 
Box replies on Wold instructions not picked up within 10 days 01 oxpiry of an edvertisement wili be destroyed unless mailing instructions ere received. 
Those answerina Box Numbem aro repuested not to lend original documents to ewid loss. 
Ali Claims 01 errors in edvertlsemente must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the flrst publlcatlon. 
It is agreed bflhe advertiser requesting space mal the Ilabillty of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure 10 publish sn advertisement as published 
shall be limited to the amount Daid bv the adwrtiser for onk one incorred insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, end that Iheie shai be no iiabllity in any &en1 greater lhan the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone Start Date # of lnsertlons -Terrace Standard #-Weekend Advertiser 
Expiry Date- Credit Card No. CLASSIFICATION. 0 ViSA U MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY PRINTYOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
For longer ad. please "sa a separate sheat 
Cllp & Mall Thls Form To: Phone Fax 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. ~ w 3 ' 5 A 2  s TATARD 638-7283 638-8432 Terrace Standard 
MacKay's Funeral Service Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
L 
Monuments Concerned personal 
service in the Northwest 
since 1946 Terrace Crematorium 
4626 Davis Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 X7 
knwd srvbr Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 - 24 hour pager 
P.D.G. MD. 19A 
Lions International 
March 23,1926,- May 21, 1996 
We never lose the ones we love, 
Forever though thefre gone, 
Within the hearts of those who care 
Their memory lingers on. 
lovingly remembered by your wit% Marion, 
daughter Linda, son-in-law John, 
and granddaughter Jess. 
Forever though they're gone, 
Within the hearts of 
those who cure 
McCARRON 
Brodie Mitchell McCarron, resi 
lent of Sexsmith, Albedo passe( 
iway at the Queen Elizabeth I 
iospital in Grande Prairie 01 
:ridoy, May 5,2006 at the age 01 
1 years. 
Brodie was born May 22, 2004 
i e  was ful of life, energy and 
ritality. Brodie touched everyont 
vho met him through his beautifu 
blue eyes and loving personality. 
Brodie wil be missed by his lov. 
ng mother Tammy McCarron and 
ather Dennis McCarron in addition 
o countless friends and relatives. 
Your presence we miss 
Your memory we treasure 
Loving you ahays 
hrgettinj you neve[ 
A million times we'll miss you 
A million times we'll cry 
If love could have saved you 
You never would have died. 
In life we loved you deorly 
In death we love you still 
In our hearts you hold a special 
place 
No one could ever fill. 
We wil always love him and miss 
im forever. 
Love Mama and Pop0 
A memorial service was held 
n Wednesday, May 10 from 
Iliver's Grande Prairie Funeral 
hapel with Pastor Ken Schamuhn 
fficiating. 
Memorial donutions in Brodie's 
iemory may be made to Kev's 
ids, ROO 9835-1 01 Ave. Grande 
rairie AB T8V 5V4. 
Oliver's Grande hajrie Funeral 
Chapel& liemaionurn 
10005-k~7 Ave. Grande hiajre 
Alberta RY 118 
"Dedicaied Service Since 1915" 
(780)532-2929 
dolex. Gold. Silver. Coins' Bul - .  . , -  
MIKE'S AUFTION 
Antique & Furniture 
Auction Sale 
Saturday, June 3,2006 
1l:OO a.m. 
,, 
Grassy Plains Hall, Southside 
of Francois Lake. From Hwy. 
16 in Burns Lake take Hwy. 
35 to the Francois Lake 
Ferry, cross the ferry to the 
Southside and go straight 
up the hill approx. 16 kms to 
Grassy Plains Hall. 
Items for sale will include 
good quality used' furnitu 
andantiques, bedroom 
dining mom suites, pi 
art prints, glassware, 
hour support. Professional on- 
site service. PC repair, network 
troubleshooting, certified tech- 
nician, 10 years experience. 
Reasonablerates. Freeconsulta- 
tion. 250-638-6226 I1 4P31 
large rocking horse, cliild's 
t bedroom set, chesterfields,' 
chairs, sideboards, lamps, 
dressers, books, beds, 
desks, microwaves, kitchen 
sets, dishes, quantities of 
. I  crafting items, bookcases, , 
mirrors, fishing rod with 
brass reel, black powder 
LOSE WEIGHT naturally. visit replica guns. 
www.dankahealth.com, email Collection of books, mostly 
mariagalary6@hotmail.com or a series of girls books from 
call Danuta Galary at 250-632- 1917 to 1925. Small farmers 
~-- 
6227 (1 8p3) journal collection 1978- 1990, 
33 1/3 records, Picturesque 
Canada Vol. 1 published 
w/lock, 4 pegs. 250-635-0534 Toronto, antique china, 1940's 
trilight floor lamp, 3 pressed (1 9p2) back antique kitchen chairs, 
OLYMPUS 300 cam- steel wagon wheels, antique 
era and Case. Possibly lost in meat grinders, antique hand 
the Canadian Tire parkng lot seeder, hall stands, Oak 
Sunday April 31, 2006. Reward mDholstered office chair 
offered. Please contact Bruce t3 oh caste&: arm chair- mid 
1930's retro style, leather 250-635-5522 (1 9p2) 
Smoky grey female cat fell 
from undercarriage of vehicle 
on Lanfear Hill on May 4th at 3 
p.m. Anyone who witnessed this 
incident or has any other infor- 
motion on this cots whereabouts 
or if she has passed on, please 
call 635~442 1or cell 
635-0347. e 
covered sea chest, Nordic 
track ski machine, stacking 
chairs, quantity wooden 
folding chairs, washer, dryer, 
Danby bar fridge, microwave, 
filing cabinet, wall unit 
entertainment center, 
2 spindle bookshelves, 
hot stone grill, small 
appliances, Birchwood sofa 
with matching easy chair, 
Touchiere lamp, 2 wooden 
lV, stands, coffee table, 5 
drawer dresser, 2+3 plne 
dresser, 2+5 drawer dresser, 
2 oak arrowback chairs, 2 , 
wood arrowback ChSlrS, plne ' 
kitchen table 7'8", students 
desk, Queen boxspring and 
mattress, youth boxspring 
and mattress, Sony 8mm 
camcorder. 
We are taking consignments 
for this sale up to sale date. 
So keep an eye on our 
website for a more up-to- 
date list. 
mikesauction.homestead.com 
To consign to sale call Mike 
or Ella @ 250-694-3497, 
email: mikes1 OOetelus.net 
WORRIED, CONFUSED or hav- 
ing relationship or career prob- 
lems? Astrology, palmistry and 
divination. $60/hr. Private ses- - I  
sions in comfortable surround- 
ings. lmbas Forosna lshzara 
Pranidhana. 250-61 5-2298 for 
Now Selling Direct! 
8 & 12 ml bminate, 200 choic- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7" unfin or pre fin Fir. .... $.99sql 
visit www.getawaybc.com ft 
for your next adventure. 3 114" Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
bcandalbertabedandbreakfast. fin, many chokes.$l.99Sqlft 
com has over 500 B&Bs online! Oak# Maple, Ash engi- 
neered ....................... $2.99sqlft Call Robyn at 
1-800-661-6335 for vow fren TOMS MORE1 
11 
,-- ..-- 
glossy magazine. 
TOFINO RETREAT RENEW: 
3 NIGHTS ACCOMODATION The War Amps Pays tribute PO I from $299 per couple OR' 
2 nights with whaling tour from 
$349. FAMILK (4) 2 NIGHTS 
with whaling from $429 www. 
c-orca.com 
1-888-61 1-1 988. \ 
1-800-631-3342 
THE BEST BUILDING 
PRODUCTS IN OKANAGAN 
FREEZER BURNT meat, fish, 
and bones for sleddoas. Will 
-Cedar Siding -Log Siding 
-Milled Logs -Wood Flooring. 
WE Rouck DELIVER Bros, Sawmill ANYWHERE. Ltd. (Lum- 
by, BC1 1-800-960-3388 W. ~ _ _ _  
rouckbros.com 
EUROPEAN STYLE kitchen CU- 
I 
boards with oak pulls, uppers, 
taps. Complete for horseshoe I 
shaped ,kitchen $1,500 OB0 / 
lowers, countertop, sink and , I 
250-638-8033 (1 8p3) I 
I .‘ 
! 
I, 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, May 17,2006 - I 
@ - m  - r  - 0  Auction Sale 
SCHMIDT AUCTION 
Auction Sale Saturday, May 20, u)o6 begiMling at 12m Noon 
For Don& Ruth a m a s  at 1601 ZobnidcRoad, smithers, Bc 
Leave Hyway 16 in Smiths. On Queen Stmet trawl to Rail- 
way Ave. Follow west a m w  tracks to Zobnick Road. 
JD 330 Round Baler 
Farendlose Swath Turner 
20 ft Bale Elevator 
Cockshutt Gnin Drill 
2 McCodack Binders 
MF 165 Gas Tractor + FEL 
MF 65 Gas Tractor + FEL 
1990 Dodge PU 
Yamaha Diesel Generator 
Honda Water Pump 
Yardwork Lawn Tractor . George White Thrashing 
Rally 5 HP Rototiller Machine 
Okanagan 18 ft GN Holiday Trailer MH Horse Mower 
Camper Jacks IHC Horse Mower 
E-HP Ai7,Compressor j IHC 2 Bottom Trailer Plow 
Team Harness 6 Bale Stooker + Fork 
Single treps, Double trees, Neck Yokes 2 - 4 Wheel Wagons 
Hames + Spreaders - Collars 2 Wheel Trailers) 
Meat Band Saw Finco 3 Pt. 50 Gal. Weed Spray 
Jackalls 3 Sec Diamond Harrows 
Mechanical Tools 2 Bob Sleighs 
Hand Tools Dearborn 2 Bt. 3 PI. Plow 
Wood Lathe Ford Backblade 
Forge MF 8 ft. Disc 
Power Saws McLeod I12 Bur Grinder 
Log Chains ’ 300 Gal. Fuel Tank 
2 - 50x50 Tarps (--, Seed Cleaner 
Vises ’ Loveseat 
Pool Table 
Picnic Table Antique Bed 
MF 925 FT Swather 
TV Dish + Receiver 
” I Large Quantities of New Products 
Wall Light Fixtures Vent Fans 
Ceiling Lights 
Bar Lights Drapery Fabric 
Outside Light Fixtures Paint Products 
Under Counter Lights Stain 
Lamp Shades 
Wall Paper + Boarders 
Trcmclad (Gal. + Quarts) 
Gals. Of Varnish 
Light Bulb 
items too numerous to mention 
Consiqments welcome until Sale Time 
Terms: Cash 
Persons paying for major itemiwith uncertified cheque may be require 
to leave the item on the grounds until cheque clears the bank. 
(Kerr’s Auctions 
21693 Kerr Road, Tekwa, BC Phone: (250) 846-539 
Not responsible for accidents Lunch on the Grounds 
’ Saturday, May 27, I requires immediately the fbllowhg positions: I 
1O:OO a.m. 
~ w ~ , o ~ k ~ ~ d  s ~ ~ ~ c ~  
Bums Lake on Hwy. 35. 
1998 Bobcat 763 (151 hrs), 
8’ snowblade for Bobcat, 8. Suoervise kitchen heloers. 
’ 2002 Vhguard Palomino 27’ 
travel trailer. w/slideout, 1992 
Ford F150 4x4 - 302 engine, 
18’ Danchuk tandem trailer 
(6000 Ib axles) - beavertails, 
Woodsplitter/5 hp Honda, 
craftsman 19.5 hp ride- 
on lawnmower, DeVilbis 
pressure washer (2600 psi), 
Yardman 6 hp lawnmower, 
Speedaire compressor, Stihl 
FS80 weedeater, Electric 
cement mixer, Makita 
compound mitre saw, Black 
(L Decker mitre saw, Makita 
hand planer,2 Makita drill, 
Craftsman sander, Ski1 jig 
saw, RockwelVBeaver 9” 
table saw, small generator, 
electric chainsaw, Craftsman 
9” buffer, Craftsman 
shop vac, Weber propane 
barbecue, Hannan pellet 
stove, 2 ton pellets, electric 
outdoor grill, Tiger torch, 
2 battery chargers, bolt 
cutter, binders, come-a- 
long, wrenches, extension 
cords, jerry cans, garden 
tools, garden hose reels, 2 
wheelbarrows, 10x10 tent, 2 
old trunks, park bench: 
Household: Dining room 
suite w/6 chairs (2 captains), 
6 drawer dresser, 4 drawer 
dresser, small bamboo 
stool, humidifier, couch 
and chair, occasional chair, 
arm chair, bookshelf, Hong 
Kong chair, wood rocker, 
wicker rocking ”chair, night 
stand, lamps, Magnavox 20” 
“TV, 2 freezedl fridge, 2 - 
Tukns, chess set w/case;l 
glass cake , plates, glass 
plates, assortment of fine 
1. Full/Part-Time Waiter/Waitress and ParkTime Bus Boy/Girl. Experience is  an asset. 
2. Cook- Completion of college or other rogram in cooking and 3 years commercial 
cooking experience required. Can un8erstand Chinese and perform some or a11 of 
the following duties: 
A. Prepare and cook complete meals and specialty foods (Chinese Dim Sum). 
C. Gersee assistant peisonnel in preparation, cooking 
and handling of fcod. 
D. May plan menus, determine size of food proportions, estimate 
food requirements and costs, and monitor and order supplies. 
We offer full time with wages starting at $15.00/hr. based on experience. 
, 
Send your resume to 4554 Gmig Avenue, Jenwce or endl  to: 
gourmefhou&onatxh.net. No phone calls please. 
If you are an enthusiastic team player, A&W lsthe place for you1 We have 
opportunities for cashiers, kitchen staff, and  supervisor^. At A&W we offm 
flexible hours ‘ competitive wages a great team1 
If you are a mature individual and are available for bath 
A.M. and P.M. shifts, please apply in person with resume to 
MW, 4616 Keith Ave., Temxe, Monday to Fridoy 9M a.m. b 5dO pm 
I 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF 
BULKLEY-NECHAKO 
The Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako, located in 
Central B.C., is seeking a qualified professional for the 
following full time position. 
/ I 
TDCSS CHOICES COMMUNlTT~ 
UVING PROGRAM 
is lookina for DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 
The Director of Planning will play an active role as a 
member of the Regional Districts management team 
and will be primarily responsible for supervision 
of, the Planning, Development Services, Emergency 
Preparedness and Building Inspection functions of the 
Regional District. 
Preference will be given to applicants who have a degree 
r related discipline, and several years of 
esponsible ex erience in local government 
, considerable knowledge of current 
tion and practices, and strong oral 
munication skills. Membership in the 
Canadian Institute of Planners would be an asset. 
Additional information may be obtained on our website 
at www.rdbn.bc.ca 
The Regional District offers a comprehensive benefit 
package, flexible working hours and salaries 
commensurate with qualifications and experience. 
A ply in confidence by May 30, 2006 to Gail 
CRaprnan, CAO, Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako 
Box 820, Burns Lake, B.C., VOJ 1 EO Phone: (250) 692)- 
3 195 Fax:(250) I 692-3305, Email: gail.chapmanQ 
rdbn. bc.ca 
licants s R ould have demonstrated 
‘I 
RIDLEY 
TERMINALS holders, Collector cans, 
Silverware, Lazy Susan, 
assorted dishes. 
Antiaues: Large sideboardl 
mirror, sldeboard/mlrror, 
wood folding hall table, 
brass floor lamps, wood 
planter, large wardrobe, 
brass spittoon, cheese dish, 
Jardiniere. Many more items 
too numerous to mention. 
Consignments welcome. For 
information call Richle at 
698-7351 or 698-7377. 
RN COMMUNITY RESPONSE CLINICIAN 
on of the Team Leader of the Terrace Community Mental 
Health service and in keeping with best practices, you will be responsible for 
assessments, crises intervention and follow-up services to clients. This role 
functions in an educationlconsultation role on mental health issues and pro- 
vides clinical direction and services to people referred to mental health and 
addictions within their geographic area. 
Qualifications 
BScN from an approved School of Nursing, plus a minimum of three years 
Registration with the appropriate registering association or college 
Additional training in adult education preferred 
Willingness to work collaboratively with referring areas 
Knowledge of community resources 
Closing Date: May 24,2006 
itwage Rate: $25.49 - $33.46 per hour 
‘Please refer to competition number XOS 
Nursing Recruitment Services 
600-299 Victoria Street 
Prince George BC V2L 588 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 
Apply on-line at: www.northernhea1th.ca 
We thank all applicants, howevec on4 those short-listed will be cohtaaed. 
experience in mental health services or an equivalent combination of 
education and experience 
qc 
Email: nursingQnorthernhealth.ca northern health 
SENIOR ELECTRICIAN 
Reporhg to the Elertrical Coordi 
HEAVY E Q U I P ~ N T  OPERATOR 
Rqorfing to the OperationJ Goordinatmi you wilI haw: 
Ridley Terminals Inc. provides an excellent working 
who have a high degree of initiative and are able to 
Social Worker 
(Full-Time) 
The Gitxsan Child & Family Services Society in Hazelton, 
B.C. i s  seeking to fill the position o f  Social Worker 
immediately. The Social Worker will provide support to 
families in  crisis or with high risk or special needs children. 
Using clinical and interpersonal skills as well as good 
case management systems, the social worker wil l provide 
a variety o f  services, 
services and referrals t 
the preservation o f  the fami 
Qualifications: BSW or MS 
Care; or M.Ed. CounsellinglMA Clinical Psychology 
having completed a practicum in family and child welfare. 
Police record review required. Must have a valid BC 
driver’s licence, a current and clean driver’s abstract and 
__ current police and criminal reyiew record required. May be 
required to use personal vehicle for business. Knowledge of 
Gitxsan systems would be an asset. 
Pursuant to Section 41 of the Canadian Human Rights 
Code, preference may be given to applicants of Aboriginal 
Ancestry. 
For complete detailsof the respo&ibilities aidqualifications 
for this position, please contact the GCFSS (250)842-2258 
or fax (250)842-248 1. 
PlCilSe submit your resume and cover letter to the attention of: 
Veronica Morrison, Team Leader 
Gitxsiin Child And Family Services Society 
PO. Box 333, 
1 Hazelton, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
The deadline for receipt of appkadons is 400 p.m. 
Onlv those selected for an interview will be Contacted. 
on IUY- 
GLOCK MODEL 22 caliber 
40sm., Two extra magazines, 
nightsight and holster. Previous- 
ly owned SUPER SPECIAL $695 
+tx. E & I Sports, Prince George. 
Phone/fax (250) 564-471 1. 
8 KITCHEN TABLE with 2 chairs, 
couch, 2 end tables, nearly new 
double bed, dishes, lamps, mi- 
crowave, kitchen appliances, va- 
cuum. 250-635-0753 (20~3) 
MOVING OUT sale double bed 
$200; captains bed $85; 3 pc. 
black leather sofa set with cof- 
fee table, end table $1,495; 3 pc. 
sofa set. Fair condition. $200, 
Large bedroom suite. (1 9p3) 
SOLID MAPLE bunk beds that 
convert to 2 twin beds. 3-draw- 
er storage under Capt.’s bunk. 
One mattress EC included. $500 
250-635-5603 (1 7p4) 
21 IT. Commando. New motor, 
good condition. 5 ft. shower 
doors, splashboard, sink and 
faucet. 250-635-5802 (1 9p3) 
VANCOUVER TICKET 
SERVICE 
Located In the Hampton Inn Ho- 
tel. Concerts and Sports. INXS, 
Franz Ferdinand, Ben Harper, 
Black Crowes, Ice Cube, The 
Strokes, Pavarottl, Seahawks. 
Hotel accom avail. 1-800-920- 
0887. 
Flooring Distributor 
Now Selllng Direct! 
8 8 12 ml Lamlnate, 200 cholc- 
es from ................. $.49sq/ft 
7” unfin or Dre fin Fir .... $.99scl/ 
This intensive, 20-week certificate program in Arclnfo 
GIS is designed to take people without previous GIS 
knowledge to an advanced level of competence using 
the industry standard ESRI Arclnfo software suite. 
The program consists of 500 hours of lab instruction 
supplemented by supervised projects. 
Having the skills and knowledge to use GIS is rapidly 
becomi9g a requirement in today’s job market. 
HRDC forecasts increased 
nee$ for CIS Professionals 
Train for employment in Industry, 
Government and First Nations 
Student loan and E.I. eligible 
~ 
I 
i 
Hitcklelmg, Miiies I.td. is u 19,500 TPD open pit copper 
nio1yl)dcituiti iiiirte located 120 km south of Houston in west 
ccrirrul British Cwlurnbiu. We ’are currently recruiting the 
followiiig positions: 
Heavy Duty Mechanic ft 3 h” Exotic pre fin and Oak pre 
fin, many choicss.$l.99sq/ft 
Oak, Maple, Ash engi- 
TONS MORE1 
1-800-631 -3342 
POWER PLANT 20kw., single 
and 3 phase 4 cylinder Perklns 
diesel. Low hours. $12.000. 
neered ....................... $2.99sq/ft 
The successful- candidate; wi l l  report to the Mine 
Maintenance Supervisor and wil l  be responsible for the 
following duties: maintenance, repair and troubleshooting 
of engines, transmissions, hydraulics and electrical 
systems on 777 and 785 Cat Trucks, 992 Loader, P & H 
1900 and 2100 shovels, Bucyrus-Erie rotary d r i l l s  and 
other support equipment. 
Applicants forthesepositionsmustpossessajourneyman’s 
trade qualification (B.C. ticket) or an Interprovincial 
Heavy Duty Mechanic’s ticket and be able to perform 
basic welding. Experience with shovels and drills would 
be considered an asset for this position. 
Huckleberry Mines is a remote mine where its employees 
live in a camp environment on their days o f  work. These 
positions work a 4 x 4 schedule (4 days in, 4 days out) or 
4 x 3 schedule (4 days in, 3 days out). While at the mine 
site all meals and accommodations are provided free o f  
charge to employees. Transportation i s  provided from 
Houston. 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. offers a competitive salary and 
a full range o f  benefits including medical, life, disability 
income and RRSP savings plan. 
We thank aI1 applicants for their interest in Huckleberry 
Mines Ltd., but only those selected for an interview wil l  
be contacted. 1’ 
Qualified candidates can submit their resumes in 
confidence to: 
1 1  
I Human Resources Department 
Huckleberry Mines Ltd. 
RO. Box 3080, Houston, B.C. VOJ 1ZO 
Email: HROHuckleberrymhes.com 
IF=: (604) 517-4701 
650 students with approximately 90 employees, in 4 schohlls 
experience in Human Resyxces 
has the ability to empower a stro 
Qualifications: 
has been a successful administrator at 
District level i n  $e Public Education Syste 
has a relevant Masters Degree 
i s  a member of the British Columbia of Teac 
SearchCommittee , I 
SuperintendentfCEO 
School District No. 92 (Nisga’a) 
P.O. Box 240 
New Aiyansh, BC VOJ 1AO 
Email: groth@nisgaa.bc.ca 
Fax: 250-633-2425 
We thank all applicants and advise only those 
short-listed will be contacted. 
www.gis.okanagan.bc.ca WHAT’S NEXT IS w r s  HERE. 5 
obo., AISO 1,000 gallon propane 
tank, 30% plus full. $1,500 E 8 
I SOO~~S. Prince Georae. Phone/ 
- 1  
f a~ ’ (  250 j 564-4711. 
ELECTROLUX SHAMPOOEW 
POLISHER with all accesso- 
ries including floor wax, wax re- 
mover, carpet shampoo. Value 
$1,000. Asking $250 250-635- 
6760 (1 8p3) 
FOR SALE Box liner w/tailgate 
cover to fit ‘88 - ‘99 GM full size, 
long box. $75; 1988 Pontiac 
Sunbird stationwagon. Running 
condition. $500. 250-635-41 81 
j20p3) 
MUST SELL. Moving. York 
home gym $150; weights $50; 
kitchen table and chairs $1 50; 
4-shelf book case $40; metal of- 
fice desk $1 00; office chair $50; 
wooden desk $75; chairs $25; 
halogen lamps $5; filing cabl- 
nets $40. Phone 250-638-0786 
(1 8p3) 
OAT HAMAGE plastic 
wrapped, $40 each. 1983 Hon- 
da 450cc, $1,200. Generator 
15kw, $1,200.36 truck sleeper, 
$300.2 - septic tanks 1 100 gals. 
Premier plastic 250-692-7072 
ROLL ‘N Lock box cover for 
2002 GMC and similar makes. 
$300 O B 0  King size pillowtop 
mattmss, 2 years old, never 
a 
11 8p3) 
d. $300 060 250-635-1763 
11 9p3) 
1 CLIENT SUPPORT ANALYST Casual, Terrace, BC 
Reporting to the North West Client Support Team 
Leader of the Information and Technology Services 
(ITS) department, you will be responsible for the 1 
support and resolution of client hardware z 
’ 
software problems and work requests, Telehealth 
equipment setup and poubleshooting, as well as 
providing system administration and service t9 
facility servers and server applications. 
Qualifications 
Degree in Computer Science or diplomakertificate 
Two years recent experience relating to 
Must be able to travel for extended periods for 
Closing Date: May 31,2006 
Please forward resumes to: 
Corporate Recruitment Services 
600-299 Victoria Street 
Prince Georqe BC V2L 5B8 
in related discipline 
Information Technology 
support or project based work 
Fax: (250) 565-2251 
Email: HRQnorthernhealth.ca 
Apply on-line at: www.northernhealth.ca ,a 
Ve thank all applicants, howeveg only those short-listed 
\’ 
MOWE Extras wanted for inter- 
national films. Must be willing 
to travel and cover own airfare. 
Meet the stars, ha\;e fun, make 
money! ' Fox Productions (905) 
Experienced Crane Operator/ 
Tandem Truck Driver position 
available at Dodds Lumber ig 
Duncan, BC. Drop resume and 
abstract to 7281 Trans Canada, 
Hwy or fax 250-748-1 087. 
Westline Ford looking to fill the 
following positions: Pacsperson 
or Trainee, Mechanic or Appren- 
tice, Sales Consultant. Send re- 
sume to Box 1280, Vanderhoof, 
BC VOJ 3A0 or 
h-derkse@dealeremail.com 
HIRING PERSONABLEcheerful 
Industrial First Aid attendants. 
Take home $4,000 a month. 
Training opportunities available. 
Fax resume and drivers abstract 
RECENT GRADS girls/guys a 
fun travel job guaranteed sal- 
ary $1,90O/mn plus, to neat 
outgoing recent grads. Bonus- 
es company training, compa- 
ny trznsportation, med/dental. 
Our circulation benefit program 
requires four more canvassing 
sales- reps to travel extensively 
Western Canada. Applicants se- 
lected must be able to work in 
a co-ed environment. Check our 
web site. www.dolemployment. 
corn. Call Jim 1-866-804-3371 
WANTED CLEANERS. Willing 
to train. Part tLme fill in. May turn 
into fulltime. Criminal record 
check, honest, dependable. 
One person or a team. Reply to 
Box 239, 3210 Clinton, St. Ter- 
race, B.C. V8G 5R2. (1 9p3) 
WE ARE now lookina for the, 
I1 7p4) 
SHOPRIDER ELECTRIC Scoot- 
er. Deluxe model with swivel 
seat for easy access. has had ' 
low usage. Asking $2,500. Call 
washer $200 060; Kenmore 
dryer $200 OBO; '89 Beretta GT 
$200 060; '93 Hyundai Coupe 
$200 OBO. Both for parts only. 
Tow away at your cost. 250- 
250-638-1648 (18p3) 
WHITE-WESTINGHOUSE 
e . .  
PRIMERICAJ 920-221 7. FBCYICN (non-profit) seeks F/T 
d A memberof atqroup 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Largest financial services company in North America 
i s  expanding and offering business opportunities in the, 
following communities: Terrace, Kitimat, Prince Rupert. 
Will train, support and educate successful candidates to 
pr0vide.a comprehensive Financial Needs Analysis that 
is individual and unique to a diverse client base. 
Strong business ethic re uired. 'Our client relationships 
Must be bondable, reierences required. 
> w 3 
are built on integrity, qua 9 ity service and confidentiality. 
1 
-_ 
PelerArcadi 
' 9 Regional Vice President, 
Primerica Financial Services 
20 1-46 1 9 Lakelse Avenue 
Transitions' Program. Coordina- 
tor to assist youth idfrom care. 
$18/hour + benefits. Full de- 
scription & application request 
at: www.fbcvicn.ca Deadline: 
Currently accepting 
resumes. Various 
positions available 
in bus downtown 
hotel Apply in 
person with resume. 
Attention: Jacquie 
61 5-9945-(18~3) Mayl9th (430pm) 
SKILLED , TRADES Move to 
the "Sunny Okanagan". Want- 
ed Ticketed<Furnace and Air 
Conditioning Technician. Well 
groomed, Drug Free, Top Rate 
Paid Benefit Plan Available. Ap- 
~ ~ \ ~ \ ~ ~ $ ~ n y @  . 
Excellent Opportun- 
ity. Well established Towing 
Company Located in Vander- 
hoof. Serious inquiries only. 
For more information Call h 
"Ute's more funny with a pock- 
et full of money". It's hard to 
be happy and laugh when your 
broke, if your finding too much 
month at the end of the money 
call 1-800-21 5-7904. This ad is 
1250) 567-2769. 
to: - 1-250-785-4914. 
SICK OF vour job? Get paid 
what you'ie worth working for 
yourself. Call 1-800-231-0230 
or visit www.timeofmy1ife.info 
PHONE DISCONNECTED? 
lowest hook up rates. No refu- 
sals. Everyone approved. Call 
today. Toll free 1-877-852-1 122 
-lm - 
crudr* 
Wood Wheaton Chevrolet Cadillac 
is proud to announce the'opening 
of the most exciting, sta!e-of- 
the-art automotive dealership in 
Prince George, British Columbia! 
This exciting event presents an 
opportunlly for experienced sales 
professionals to join our team NOW1 
We provide unlimited career 
opportunities, a great working 
atmosphere, hlgh earnlngs potential, 
ongoing sales and product training 
and an excellent benefits package. 
If you have proven sales and , communication skills complemefited 
by a desire to ensure every customer 
is 100% completely satisfied we 
want to hear from you! 
Drop off your resume to: 
Mark Chester or Hans Maurer 
2879 Highway 16 West 
Prlnce George, BC V2N OA3 
4701 lakdw A m ,  lwmce 
I position of PT/FT waitresses. Please send your resume to Shan Yan Restaurant at 4606 IELD SERViCE MECHANIC and'Kenworth Parker Pacific 
I Protel Reconnect. . Campbell River Has an open- Greig Ave., Terrace. No phone ing for a qualified field service Lake, BC is seeking self-motivat- didate sheuld be well versed , $ ~ ~ $ ~ ~ ~ $ ~ , ~ ~  kit",h,fti,",t in el.ectr,ical and hydraulic !row calls please. (1 8p3) Fast'pacd restaurant In Burns mechanic. The successful can- 4 m a -  a .  no joke. ' r NESS Nation Wide. Save your 
company thousandsI while gen- 
erating valuable customers. 
Call for details! 905-922-1607. 
WANT TO reach over 200,000 
outdoor enthusiasts? Advertise 
your business in one of BC's 
largest outdoor publication, the 
BC Hunting Regulations Synop- 
sis 2006 Edition. Call 1-800- 
661-6335, ext 3244. 
READY' to charge $100/hr for 
your time? Exciting turn-key 
service business opportunity. 
Equipment, uniforms, invoices, 
accounting system, cards, mar- 
keting material, training program 
all supplied. Low overhead, few 
competitors, no franchise fees. 
Great profit margin! Call 1-250- 
I Achieve Long-Term Financial Se- 
'PROMOTE YOUR OWN BUSI- 
curityl www.WealthCreates 
Fre6dom.com 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
Restaurant for lease. 45 seat KCaVator Operator WaInik 
coffee shop, 55 seat licensed PWWms. 2 1 - 5 1  and 6 week 
dining room. Excellent facility in Programs* Class 
Houston, B . ~ .  Houston Motor One Driver Training. Taylor Pro 
Inn. Phorie 1-250-845-71 12 or Training Ltd. 250-860-7624. Toll free 1 -877-E60-7627. 
IN Mt. 23 Training Programs. Taylor Pro 
unit apartment building in Training Ltd. 250-860-7624 or 
ton. Phone 250845-1 283. Toll Free 1-877-860-7624. Ask 
About our Heavy Equipment Op- 
LUCRATNE HOMEBASED cot- erators Training classes. ' 
fax -250-845-3580 ('- 
Advanced Class One Driver 
--. -...J,-.'r-. -.--. 
Experience an asset. Call 250- 
692-3984 for an appointment or 
fax your resume to: 250-692- 
3985. Attn: Rose or Wan 
Join Canada's Largest 5 Star 
Resort located in beautiful 
Fairmont, BC 
Riverside Villas is now accepting 
applications for all departments. 
The following positions are: 
Front Desk Clerks, Main- 
' tenance, Housekyyqm, 
Grounds Keepers, Llfeguards - Full time & part time - sea- 
sonal - Must have current NLS 
and CPR. 
Riverside ;villa Management 
seeks individuals that excels in 
Guest Service. 
If you have a passion for Guest 
Service, are energetic, enthu- 
siastic & a  feel you can .give our 
guests the ultimate vacation; 
you'may be the person we are 
looking for. , e  
Riverside Villa Management off- 
ers full/part time Year Round 
employment with averycompre- 
hensive benefit package. Stud- 
ents welcome. 
_ _  Transportation is supplied to 
- a n d  from the lnvermere and 
Cranbrook area daily for our 
Housekeeping Department. 
Interested applicants can for- 
ward their resume/applications 
with references along with 
,choice of position to: Riverside 
Villa Management, Attention: 
C. Burke, 5129 Riverview Gate. 
' Road, Fairmont, BC VOB 1L1 
or fax (250)345-6166 E-mail: 
HYPERLINK "mailto:cherrie@ 
fairmontvillas.com"chenie@fai r- 
montvillas.coq Thank you to 
everyone who applies; suitable 
candidates will be contacted for 
an interview. 
C.T. MECHANICS with a min- 
imum 3 years experience re- 
quired for fleet maintenance. 
Fax resume to Gray Line West,at 
We require for road & bridge 
construction. EXPERIENCED 
applicants will be considered. 
Excavator, Crawler Dozer, 
Grader, Rock Truck, Tandem 
Dump, Instrument Man - Sur- 
veying. We offer premium 
wage rates & benefits. Submit 
your resume AND references to: 
Jared Gulbranson, Gulbranson 
Logging Ltd., T 250-567-4505, 
E: gulbrans@telus.net 
Heavy Duty Mechanic and a 
Welder required for busy Coastal 
Logging company. Must be cer- 
tified or have extensive mechan- 
ical experience. Union wages 
and benefits. Fax resume to: 
ADMINISTRATOR . 
SPALLUMCHEEN INDIAN 1) 
T 250-567-5446, 
F: 250-567-9232, 
250-956-4888. 
BAND 
Located in the heart of the 
Shuswap and Okanagan Val- 
ley. CORE FUNCT IONS To 
oversee all aspects of Spal- 
' lumcheen Band Governance 
, including, but not limited to, 
securing funding, implementing 
budgets & monthly reporting 
for all Band programs. Monitor 
Band-owned for-profit enterpris- 
es. .Work closely with Chief & 
Council to develop community 
goals & strategies to achieve 
them. 
SALARE Commensurate with 
qualifications & experience, in- 
cludes attractive benefit pack- 
age. 
QUALIFICATIONS Post sec- 
ondary degree in an appropriate 
discipline. Highly motivated 
individual familiar with First Na- 
tions challenges. Experience 
in business/financial administra- 
tion, policy development, and 
economic development. Also 
to include as qualifications is 
the need to have familiarity with 
INAC policies & procedures as 
well as other funding sources. 
Proven leadership skills. Prefer 
oiesnooting. Knowieage OT our 
product line would be a definite 
advantage, the ability to work in-' 
dependently in the field is a pre- 
requisite, if you desire to work 
in a fast paced environment, 
please forward resume to Ed Mc- 
Queen Service manager. Phone: 
231 7. 
Required experienced Faller 
,I BuncherOperator,"olderTim ber- 
jacks", experienced Denie Strok- 
er Operator. Ten months year. 
Starting $23,OO/hour, 50 hour 
week. Must have 5 years experi-', 
ence, drivers license. Starts ear- 
250-287-8878,-F=: 250-287- - 
VICToRIA 
qualified individuals for the fol- 
lowing positions: Assistant dis- 
patcher/batchperson, apprentic- 
ing heavy-duty mechanic, sales 
l representative, and ready-mix 
concretedrivers. Excellent com- 
pensation and benefit package. 
Please send resume together 
with Driver's Abstract to Inde- 
pendent Concrete Ltd., 765 In- 
dustrial Way, Victoria, BC, V9B 
6E2. 
Applewood Heating & Air Con- 
ditioning in Vernon, BC requires 
' licensed Gas Fitters, Plumbers,, 
Sheet Metal Installers and 2nd 
or 3rd year apprentices. Please 
fax resume to: 1-250-549-1 11 5. 
Journeyman Technician re- 
quiredforrapidly growing Chrys- 
ler/Dodgeautomotivedealership 
in Salmon Arm. Proven produc- 
er and quality workmanship is a 
must. Excellentwageand bene- 
fit package available to the right 
individual. Please contact the 
Service Manager 250-832-8053 
or fax resume to 250-832-4545. 
Certified TIG WELDERS and 
PIPEFITTERS needed imme- 
diately for BC pulp and paper 
shutdown work. Union wages 
and benefits. Fax resume toll- 
free to: 1-866-385-41 40. 
Local TNss Manufacturer ie- 
quires A Senior Roof Truss De;, 
signer - 5 years minimum roof 
& floor experience & A Junior 
Roof Truss Designer - 2 year 
Engineering Certificate 8 engi- 
neered floor experience an as- 
set, please email iesume to len. 
thiessen@lakecountrytruss.ca 
CASUAL Nurses - RNs. VON 
Canada currently has openings 
for casual Registered Nurses 
who are interested in communi- 
ty nursing in your area. These 
positions will be of interest to 
nurses who value client teach- 
ing, communication; autonomy 
and decision-making. The RNs 
will ensure quality client focused 
care that is consistent with VON 
philosophy and organizational 
standards. These positions will 
work with our call centre to take 
referrals and visit community cli- 
ents. Occasionalemployerspon- 
sored or public Wellness clinics 
may also be part of the mandate 1 
of these positions. The success- 
ful candidates will have a cur- 
rent registration, RN/BA degree 
in nursing, current skills in nurs- 
ing assessment, client teaching, 
case management and CPR, a 
valid driving license and access 
to a reliable vehicle, previous 
experience in Public Health or 
Home Care Nursing an asset. 1 
Please submit resumes to: 
hr@von.ca or fax to (613) 233- 
951 8. 
ly June. phone 250-792-1 932 CRETE COMPANY is seeking 
HEAW PRENTICES DUTY "INTERIOR M CHANIC ROADS / P- 
LIMITED currently has an open- 
ing for a Journeyman Heavy 
Duty Mechanic to fill a Perma- 
nent B autiful F l Lillooet, time job 50. placement Automo- in
tive, Commercial Transport Me- 
Apprentices chanics or third will and lso fourth be consid- year
ered, based on experience. We 
are also looking for 2 entry level 
apprentices to fill positiofis in 
100 Mile House and Lillooet. If 
you are interested and feel you 
have the qualifications for these 
looking for a childcare Provider 
to come to home in mornings 
and flexible during the day. 2 
children, 10 hrs., 2 or83 days 
per week. Great part time job, 
Lease Operators Tand company 
Drivers for S/Bk BC/Alta. In- 
surance, fuel cards, benefits. 
Require good abstract and 2 
years experience. Fax resume/ 
abstract to 250-374-3487. 
VALLEY ROADWAY requires 
Lease Operators and Compa- 
ny Drivers for S/Bs %/Aka. 
Insurance, fuel cards, benefits. 
Require good abstract and 2 
years experience. "Fax resume/ 
abstract to 250-374-3487. knowledge; safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
Team you will provide high quality service and support to help our 
operations'group.meet our safety, production and quality goals 
within our automated lumber manufacturing environment. 
I erience with the variou 
operations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
They will have demonstrated their ies to apply their trade 
ski 
Ab tion and organizational 
;kills are required. Good leadership skills and working within a 
:omputerized maintenance system are assets. , 
3ur Electricians work days, afternoons and graveyards. Rate of 
e Steelworkers Agreement. , 
plicants should forward their resumesto the 
Human Resources, Bablne Forest Products Compan 
RO. Box 4OOO. Burns Lake. BC VOJ 1EO or fax it to 
or emaii: - 
mches!er@woodwheaton.com 
Mon-Fri 6pm to 1 Opm. 
HEAVY DUTY MECHANIC Loa- 
ging company has a full time 
opening for Journeyman HD 
Mech. Must have experience 
on coastal equipment. Year 
round Union operation. Fax re- 
sume to: (250) 287-9259. 
BARLOW V K E  Logging re- 
quires experienced,, processor 
operators and heavy duty me- 
chanic for work in Vanderhoof 
area. Call 250-567-9596 or 250- 
BUSTERS WANTED. Must 
have BC Mining Surface ticket, 
exp. building helicopter and drill 
pads. Please send responses to 
File #413, c/o Smithers Interior 
News, Box 2560 Smithers, B.C. 
VoJ 2N0 (18~3) 
CHAMBERMAID NEEDED . immediately. Part-time. Experi- 
ence is not required but an as- 
set. Phone 250-638-1 51 1 to set 
up an interview. (20~3) 
EXPERIENCED LOGGING 
truck driver and an experienced 
processor operator to work in 
Houston area. Please fax re- 
sume to 250-845-2343. Call 
KALUM KABS"'LTD' req'uires.' 
full/part time drivers, -dispatch- 
ers. Drop off resume to 4449 
Lakelse Avenue. 
No phone calls please. (1 9c3) 
LUCKY GARDEN restaurant is 
looking for part time waitress. 
Drop off resume to 4660 Lakelse 
Avenue V8G 1R3. No phone 
calls please. (19~3) 
NORDIC TREE Service. 1 yr. 
powersaw experience. Must 
have basic safety gear. Good 
shaDe. willina to work out of 
567-5945. (20p3) 
250-845-2361 (20~3) 
,ps) 692-4g95 or email to: Kann.olronOH1Utfrascr.cam 
:prior to June 2,2006. 
s We thank all candidates for their interest however, only those 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
tage business. Good returns, no 
competition. Well established 
with clientele. eauiament sacri- 
www.taylorprodriving.com 
-7-r - - - . - - ._- , 
fice. For info call 250-635-4488 
(1 9p30 
DRILLENBLASTER LOGGING 
company has fulltime opening 
for a Driller/Blaster. Must have 
, Hydraulic Drill experience. Fax 
resume to: (250) 287-9259. 
Looking for a Class One Super 
Train flat deck driver. Above 
average wage, tarping extra, 
The successful applicant will be.based in the community of New 
Aiyansh, B.C. 
Duties include: plan, deliver and evaluate the. care needs of the 
ncutely, chronically and terminally ill clients in the villages of 
New Aiyansh, Gitwinksihlkw, Lakalzap and Gingolx, B.C. 
Preferred ualifications: BSN or RN with ex erience in Home 
interpersonal and written communications skills; knowledge of 
First Nations communities and Culture and valid B.C. Driver's 
license. 
New Aiyansh is located 1 10 km Northeast of Terrace, B.C. 
'lease send letter of interest and resume' to: 
MS. Julia Adams 
dealth Services Officer 
30X 234 --- 
qew Aiyansh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
'elephone: 250 633-5000 
:ax: 250-633-25 1 2 ' 
Care and SI cute Care nursing; current CRNB P license; excellent 
ex  erience able and wi ikg lo' ruh one meal allowance per day, ' USA and possess goodll benefits available. Call 1-800- 
760-1 420 or 250-682-031 1. 
Busy Welding Shop . seeks 
SHOP WELDERS:- FABRICA- 
TORS & MILLWRIGHTS. ?Must 
be qualified &reliable. Fax refer- 
ences to: 604-795-551 2. 
Has an immediate opening for 
PARTS SALES SUPERVISOR 
This is  a salaried position and the successful candidate, based 
in Prince George, wi l l  be hands on, energetic, career minded, 
possess excellent interpersonal skills and have a minimum of 
5 years supervisory experience in heavy equipment parts. 
You wil l  be part o f  the dynamic management team which 
is positioning the company for growth and leadership in 
the Western Canadian forest industry. Madill Equipment 
manufactures, sells and services forestry equipment across 
Canada and northwestern USA. Interested candidates are 
invited to fonvard'resumes to: 
town. 250-632-7400 (1 8p3) 
NORTH COAST Librarv Federa- 
tion, manager. The Nohh Coast 
Library Federation is looking for 
a manager for a one-year term, 
commencing July 3, 2006. The 
Federation operates from a vir$- 
a1 office, within close proximity 
to one of the member libraries. 
(Prince Rupert, Stewart, Kitimat, 
Terrace, Hazelton, Smithers, 
Houston.) For more informa- 
tion on the North Coast Library 
Federation, and to access a de- 
tailed job description (with appli- 
$ cation instructions) please visit 
our website at http://www.terra- 
celibraty.ca/federation. Closing 
date: May 31,2006 (20pl) 
OMEGA PACKING Company 
Ltd. is looking for a 4th Class 
Stationary Engineer to work 
at our unionized Masset plant. 
To enquire about the position 
please contact Michelle McDon- 
ald at 250-626-3391 ext. 22 or 
fax your resume to 250-626- 
5422(18p3) 7 
PROCESSOR OPERATOR & 
logging truck driver wanted for 
Houston area. Mail resume to 
Box 1378. Houston. B.C. or fax 
Babine Forest Products Company, a joint venture 
between West ' Fraser Mills and Burns Lake Native 
Development Corporation, hasa challenging opportunity 
for an innovative and highly motivated individual a5 a 
CERTIFIED MI LLW Rl,G HP, 
Ne are seeking highly motivated Journeyman Millwright(s) (BC 
indlor Interprovincial) to apply excellent technical skills and 
inowledge, safely and efficiently. As part of our Maintenance 
'earn you'will provide high quality service and supportto help our 
,perations group meet our safety, prody$ion and quality goals 
vithin our automated lumber manufacturing environment. 
deally, candidates have experience with the various automated 
,perations and systems in modern interior saw and planer mills. 
'hey will have demonstrated their abilities to apply their trade 
kills and knowledge effectively. 
4bove average interpersonal, communication and organizational 
kills are required. Good leaderrhip skills and working within a 
:omputerized, maintenance system are assets. 
3ur Millwrights work days, afternoons and graveyards. Rate of 
lay Is per the Steelworkers Agreement. 
Jualified applicants should forward their resumes to the 
Human Resources, Bablne Forest Products Company, 
P.O. Box 4000, Burns Lake, BC VOJ 1EO or fax It to 
(250) 692-4595 or emall to: -esffraser.com 
prior to June 2,2006. 
We thank all candidates for their interest' however, only tho:e 
selected for an interview will be contacted. 
Madill Equipment Canada 
9809 Milwaukee Way 
Prince George, BC V2N 5T3 
Attn: Bill Bomholdb" 
No phone calls please. 
, 
FAX: (250) 562-1106 
KITSELAS BAND COUNCIL 
Site 44, C o m p  24, RR2, Terrace, B.C. V8G 329 
Phone: 250-635-5084 Fax: 250-635-5335 
Toll Free: 1-888-777-2837 (Toll Free in BC Only] 
1. Director of Administration - 
The following qualifications are desirable for this 
position; 
Post-secondaryeducationiriBusinessAdministration 
or Commerce or the equivalent in experience; 
Agood knowledge o f  the programs, regulations and 
procedures of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada, 
(particularly as they relate to funding arrangements 
with First Nations), as well as knowledge o f  
funding available from other Federal and Provincial 
Government Departments is desirable, in order that 
the Director o f  Administrations can provide good 
advice to the Chief and Council o n  these areas. 
Good administrative, communication, and 
organizational skills, to facilitate the smooth running 
of administration services, effective supervision of 
employees, and preparation o f  correspondence 
and reports related to First Nations Government 
administration. 
Good working knowledge of financial accounting 
principles, in order to plan budgets, monitor 
expenditures to ensure they are kept within budget, 
and maintain budgetary and statistical records. 
Ability to communicate well  with Community 
members. 
A valid provincial driver's license, and the 
willingness to travel. Work requires travel to 
various meetings, functions, workshops, etc.) 
Must be bondable. 
. 
to 1-250-845-3667 (20~3) 
SHIFWORKER PARENTS 
an applicant with 5 years senior 
management experieice. This 
position reports to Chief &Coun- 
cil. 
Apply in confidence to Spal- 
lumcheen Band, EO. Box 460, 
Enderby, BC, VOE 1VO. Atten- 
tion Human Resources or 
e-mail gail-jones@ 
spallumcheen.org Closing 
Date: June 5,2006. We thank 
all applicants; only those select- 
ed for an interview will be con- 
for person that loves kids and is 
willing to be flexible. References 
and drivers abstract required. 
POSitiOnS, visit our web site at 
www.int@riorroads.com Send re- 
sumeto 1212 MCGill Road, Kam- 
loops, B.C. V2C 6N6. Email: 
rnikeb@dawcon.com or fax to 
250-635-3867 (1 9 ~ 3 )  
250-374-41 14. 
Is looking for 
Airport operations Specialist - Asset laintenance/Dlectrician I 
Reporting to the Airport Operations Supervisor, you will have: 
Experience operating heavy equipment 
Class 3 license with an air endorsement or be able :o 
obtain one within 3 months. 
0 A good driving record. 
Abili to work in a team environment. 
Excel 7 ent health & safety record. 
Experience using personal computers in a Microsoft 
A class B electrical ticket and be able to obtain a class A 
First Aid Training, WHMlS would be an asset 
The Northwest regional Airport offers a competitive salary, 
benefits package and an excellent working environment 
Qualified candidates are invited to mail their resume by May 
29 / 2006 to: 
Northwest Regional Airport, TerraceKitimat, Suite 103-4401 
Bristol Rd, RR#4. Terrace B.C., V8G 4V2, 
windows environment. 
ticket within six months. 
We thank all applicants for their interest however only 
candidates to be interviewed will be contacted. 
GUS'TAFSBN'S 
tacted. 
OWNEWOPERATORS 
Come out dead. 
80% own trailer, 73% Compa- 
ny trailer, Class 1 longhaul flat- 
deck USAICANADA. AS MANY 
MILES AS YOU CAN RUN. Hir- 
ing Bonus $3000 cash 30 days, 
no catchers. Call Rick or Andre 
ON CALL Cooks required. 
Please apply in person Muks- 
Kum-ol Housing. 3210 Emerson 
St. (18~3) 
Experienced Class I Drivers 
WORK IN Alberta, play in 
BC! Potential earnings $8000 
/month. Flexible schedules, 
flights provided. Call bestHRso 
lutions.com at 250-762-7560. 
1-800-663-0099. 
JOURNEYMAN TECHNICIAN 
We are seeking applications for a licensed automotive technician 
to fill a full time position in our expanding service department. 
We offer top wages based on flat rate and a competitive benefit 
package. If you are looking for a change with a future opportunity 
to service management, this is the position for you. 
Confidential Fax: 1-250-563-7948 or 
drop off resume to Lisa Smith 
1912 - 20th Avenue, Prince George or 
Email: 1isa.smith~shawcabIe.com 
Custafson's &a 0 19 12 - 20th h e ,  Prim G e ~ p  
2. Salary and benefits: 
. the Kitselas administration. 
This position is a senior management position in 
The salary depends on training, education and 
experience, 
Starting salary will be reviewed at the end o f  the 
first three month probationary period and regularly 
at each annual anniversary date of commencement 
of employment, 
For a full package of job description please 
contact Ms. Sharon D. Nabess, 635-5084 ext. 221 or 
Only those shortlisted will be contacted for an 
interview. 
. sdnabess@kitselas.com 
SPACES AVAILABLE in sn 
homebased daycare. Referei 
es available. Call Tania 250-6: 
121 1 (1 7 ~ 3 )  
lure'- "Parking Lot Maintenance" MOVING? Lona hauls or short 1 BEDROOM duplex in Thorn- 
hill, F/S, W/D, Available im- 
mediately, no pets, $450 plus 
damage deposit. Utilities not 
TWO BEDROOM secured apart-, included. 250-635-601 1 (1 8P3) 
ment. Downtown, W/D, paved 1 BEDROOM furnished unit in 
4820/4822 f/sp dw* w/ parking, clean & bright. Natural Thornhill. Clean and well main- 
dl fiWlace Option varies* No gas fireplace. $575 monthly. N/ tained. References required. 
S or N/R Damage deposit & ref- 
,p3) erences rewired. 250-635-2250 3 nsnmnnu 119 A i n l a w  Ffs  
" 2'BEDRooM clean and quiet* 
~.en-~mj-4852 or $360 250-635-7623" 
DRAIN ROCK & BEDDING SAND 
LANDSCAPING ROCK 
".- - 
SmENA 'ONCREeE lTDm I ture only. Call 635-7177 or 1- 11,: destinations cousehbld furni- 
800-638-0530. Guaranteed low- I 
I I est rates. (15ctfn) - FACTORY DIRECT 
SCREENED TOPSOIL 
DRIVEWAY CRUSH . r 
SPRING SWEEPINO 
& LINE PAINTING 
Receive An Additional 
krvitesOlfoml: 
* Parking lo! Sweeping 8 Detailing 
* line Painting 8 Stencils 
Pressure Washing 
Residential Driveway Sealing 
* lawn Care 8 landscaping 
Building Maintenance 
*, Property Mano ement : Month1 y yead y tontracts Available 
Dust Controlled Sweeping Equipment 
10%) Discount 
GET BACK ON TRACK! E 
Credit? Bills? Unemploye 
Need Money? We Lendll If ) 
own your own home-you qu 
w.pioneerwest.com Meml 
fy. 1-877-987-1 420. - I_"..VW... I . L  "Uy,".., . . - - I  BLOCKS AND CONCRETE 638-0046 evenings (1 E ONE BEDROOM Clean, quiet. 
PhOM,'(250)63&8477 (250)635-3936 hX (250)635-4171 Laundry facilities, no pets, no 
Y / 250-635-i622 to view. (ctfn) WID, DM downtown, basement 
8 storaae. !§600/month. 250-635- - -  - -  - -  
3751 old bkdm hke Drive T m c e ,  LC,, #Jf#4. smoking. Available immediately. I $500 damage deposit. Call 250- 
635-231 2 Free cable and all util- - 
5992,r 250-631-3206 (19~3) , ,, 
4 BEDROOM side by side du- . 
plex: 2 1/2 bath: In good con- 
dition, covered deck. Available 
il now. 250-635-3756 or 250-61 5- 
2532 (1 8p3) 
SMALL 2 bedroom at 3735 Piine 
Ave. in Thornhill. Fridge, stove, 
washer, dryer. $375 month. 2 5 0 ~ ~  
638-8639 (1 9Q3) 
Sunimit Square 
Apartments 1 
- 1 & 2 Be&oom Units 
Quiet, & Clean 
No Pets 
Close to Wal-Mart 
Laundry Facilities 
Close to Schools & 
Hospital I 
On Bus Route 
Security Entrance 
On site Building Manager 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
24hr Video Surveillance 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Racquetball Courts 
SENIOR CITIZENS WELCOME 
Call: 635-4478 
ities. (1 8p3) 
ONE BEDROOM furnished 
apartment in Thornhill. Single- 
occupancy only. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $360 + $180 
security deposit. Call 250-635- 
p--- 2065 (1 8p3) 
HOME RENOVATION. Cera 
ic flooring, fencing, roofing i 
dition and much more. Edw, 
MAKING THE world a ml 
beautiful place, one room a 
time. True Colours Design s 
Painting Services offers yo\ 
professional finish to transfc 
your space into a ,place yo 
love. Call Heather Truhn for y~ 
free consultation. 61 5-7( 
250-635-0786 (1 8p3) 
- ~~ 
4 ONE BEDROOM in town, vew 
quiet building. Available imme- 
diately, secured entrance, refer- SEAPORT 'LIMQUSINE~ LTD I ences required, n/s, n/p. Call 
I 1 1 250-635-6122 or 250-61 5-3721 
AVAILABLE MAY ,22, or' for , '  
sale. 807 sq. ft. spacious 2 bed- 
room apartment. Storage room, 
balcony, beautiful oak cabinets. 
Non smoking, adult oriented, no 
pets. $625 per month, $1 05,000, 
taxes $632/yr. Call 250-638- 
1477 after 6 p.m. (18~3) 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE I I I Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to I' 9 Z ) T W O  and three bedroom aDartments for rent. $400 $475. Call Ed at: 61 S-6638 I Terrice and return, and all points in between. Pick %iz ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I " p 4 & ,  Ei 
UD and delivery of aoods in Terrace, C.O.D. and -I I 250-635-6428 or 250-615-0345 CAMP CHEFIBAKER, main- 
tenance man. 15 years experi- 
ence in remote sites. Carptentry, 
plumbing, electrical, welding, lightaut,- - _ , . _ 1 _  
,.&-a ,.am 
I I "  
4ctfn) I '  I I L o  BEDRhoM in r i a l  loca- courier service. 11 7)No GUYS With A Thrck 
Movina. Storaae & Deliverie tion, 5 minute drive from down I I ' P.O.&ox 217, Stewart, B.C. P h  636-2622 FAxi 636-2633 
bnuce 
O. Or 'Ime* 1, 3. 5-Ton Trucks availat 
Regular runs MJenitt, Kamlooi :. WILL walk ,your Kelowna. Prince George & E 
n L ~ U - O J J - ~ ~  53 (20~3) I ~ - - ~  
ight, spacious, close to hosp 
and schools. Available 
DOGCARE 
dog 9:30 - 2:30 p.m. for 1 hour. 
$5/hr. Call for more information. 
EXPERIENCED HOUSI 
250-638-0691 (20~1) I 3 8; 
Depot: 635-7676 1 I Of B.C. 250-403-4237: 
3 ROOMS $299. (Not includi 
ceilings & trim) quality work. I 
cellent references. 15 years 
perience, seniors discount, fi 
estimates. , Call 250-638-1 9 
CLEAN, ,COZY 2 >$edroon 
,fridge, stove, washer, dryer, nai 
ural aas firedace, aas heat an 
-- 
me fly 
- 
lality shows in every move we make!) 1.; , w EKEEP- ER available for minimum 2 
hours per week at $1 5/hr on Sat- 
urday or Sunday. 250-635-1 177.. 
Leave message. (20~3) nurrmam-mm 
,=SYSTEMS L TD.5  
u n m w u u o  m m n  
0- -1 w w  w m I -0 m 
TRA NSPORTA TlON , ities, A car a must. Five minutes painting contractor' will pai 
Spring & Summer interior, re 
dential and commercial paintii 
10% paint discount from sup1 
er. Seniors 15% labor discou a Professional quality work. Rc 
sonable rates. Free estimat 
References available. Call K, 
250-61 5-0195 (14P3) 
Available immediately. Call 250- 
TWO BEDROOM basement HUNT'NGToN ' and three bedrdnm upper suite 
in Thornhill. Close to schools, APARTMENTS laundry facilities on premises, 
Taking Applications no pets. $350.00 per month 
. Now< , and $500.00 per month. ,Phone 
Brent 250-631 -9593 (48ctfn) 
TWO BEDROOM includes W/D, 
for 1 & 2  
F/S, Horseshoe area. Referenc- 
635-3772 (1 3P3 
month. Available July 1st. 250 
Close to schools & downtown 
On bus route . 
635-2728 "YiifmI 
Container or van service! 
Natural Resouve Exknsion P 
Malaspina University-College, Ba 
''Course Announceme 
eries Field Technician Certificate P 
Prince Ruprk5.C. 
t June 12 to July 14,2806 
Please have your d 
leashed or fencedin hay 
from your mail boxes on 
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 
so your newspaper carrier 
can deliver your paper, 
n On site management ' 
No pets 
References required "The insfroclor and course was never infimidafin ve respecfful environmer 
The handsan learning was oursfanding. €xct!/enf ?&rn,ng environment" 
&A,, Burns lake, 6.C. 
. -  Electdishing Certification 
Terrace, 5.C. 
June 6.to 7,2086 
See our schedule for these and other course offerings: ' 
1 )Cmm 250-615-7543 OT 635-3475] Close to school and hospital. 
Available June 1. ,250-635-5896 
' 
2 1, 
Please contact the Natural Resource Extension Program: 
(250) 740-6377, email: HebertDQmala.bc.ca 
BlOL 350-3 Ethnobotany 
Native uses of indigenous plants. 
Prerequisites: none 
Instructors: Or. David Suzuki, Or. Tara Cullis, Or. Nancy Turner, Or. Nancy Mackin, 
Deanna Nyce. MEd, Carla Burton, MSc, and Allison Nyce, BA 
Dates: Mon-Fri: July 31 -August 4, Final exam: Date TBA 
Time: 9 am-1 2 noon and 1-4 pm 
FNST 220-3 Introduction to Linguistics 'I 
An introduction to linguistics with emphasis on aspects especially relevant to 
students interested in native languages of northem BC. 
Prerequisites: none 
Instructor: Or. Margaret Anderson 
Dates: Mon-Fri: July 17-August 2, Final exam: August 7. 
Time: 1-4 pm 
FNST 320-3 The Structure of a First Nations Language 
An introduction to the linguistic structure of a First Nations languagewords, 
phrases and sentences. 
Prerequisites: none 
Instructor: Or. Margaret Anderson 
Dates: Mon-Fri: July 17-August 2, Final exam: August 7. 
Time: 9 am-1 2 noon 
PSYC 330-3 Cognition 
This course provides an introduction to cunenl research and theories of human 
mental processes and the methods used to study them. Topics may include 
attention, memory processes and systems, concept formation, language 
processing, problem solving, reasoning, and judgment and choice. 
Prerequisites: PSYC 101-3,102-3 and a total of 45 credit hours successfully 
\ 
I 
Line Painting & Stencils 
Pressure Washing 
Lawn Care & Landscaping 
Snow Removal 
We Clean Any & AU 
Heating Syntems 
including Chimneys 
250-703-4727 (1 7p3) 
I Septic Backup Cleanup, Insulation Removal, Grease h p s ,  Municipal Sewer Flushing, Vac Excavation & much more... I Toll Free: 1-877-636-1132 Call: 635-1182 
completed 
Instructor: Mitch Verde, MSc. 
Dates: Mon-Thurs: June 12-30, Final exam: Date TBA 
Time: 5:30pm - 9:OOpm 
To register, contact Lori Nyce, Student Support & Registration Administrator, at 
(250)633-2292 or 1-800-980-8838. 
Seats are fimited, Regkter now to reseNe your seat. 
Fork!ift 0 erator Serving It Right 
3100 CemficakJon Jun 15 $60 May 25 
Tliu 8:30-1:30pm Juri 2 4  $250 Thu  9:00-1200pm 
Fri 600-1000pm 
First Aid for Sat/Sun 2 hour practicum Traffic Control 
May 30-Jun 1 $100 OFA Level 1 Jun 18-19 $209 
Tue/Thu 6:30-9:30pa JUn 10 $100 SudMon 830-5:30pm 
OFA Level 1 
Computers Flagging 
Airbra kes Sat 8:30-4:30pm Summer Express 
May 30-Jun 3 $220 Transportation 
Tue-Fri 6:30-9:30pm Endorsement 
Building Service 
Worker Level 1 
Jun 2-1 3290 Skills Level 1 
Series' 
Jun 19-23 $249 
Sat 8:00-~00pm JUn 11 $100 Mon-Fri 630-930pm 
Sun 8:30-4:30pm * Coune includn: 
JIBC: Negoffaion Inm, to 
Word Level 1 Ex7yress. 
s575 Excel Letd 1 Express, Fri G00-1000pm Jun 12-14 
Sat/Sun S:30-5:30pm Mon-Wed 830-430pm Powerpoint Lvl. ' Evress 
THINK OF IT AS '91 1' FOR CANCER. 
Our Cancer Information Service can help you make 
informed decisions about prevention, diagnosis, 
treatment & more.'Talk to someone you can trust - 
it's free, it's confidential, Canadian 
and it's the only service of Cancer Society 
its kind in Canada. I'LmSH C O L W W  M D  TUUu)N 
Free Cancer Information Service 
. -  
1 888 939-3333 
3,468 sq. ft. SalesNarehouse 2905 
7,450 sa. ft. Warehouse 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . , . .  . . / .  '.I ' . , " , . . .  ,* 
Well established 
6OHSl6MMENT 
sT(DRE ' (1 
FOR 'SALE! 
Same location 13 years. 
Serious enquiries only 
LEASEHOLD * ' IMPROVE- 
MENTS negotiable2,200square 
foot prime Lakelse Avenue loca- 
tion. Available soon. Cali today, 
ask for Jacquie. 250-635-6302 
OKANAQAly LIFESTYLE ~ 
AT MANDALAY . 
Enjoy the breathtaking 180 
degree Okanagan lak%views 
I 
from your private villa. Featur- 
ing resort class super pool, fit- 
ness/rec. centre, gazebo, BBQ. 
Across the street from yacht 
club and Paddlewheel Park. 
. Minutes from Downtown Vernon - 25 min. to Silver Star Moun- 
tain. Developed by the Whisper 
Ridge Group. 250-868-1594 
www.mandalayokanagan.com 
1420 SQ. IT. executive style 
Rancher home. Open plan, 
totally renovated including roof, 
siding, maple & tile floors, ma- 
ple cabinets, new bathroom, 
new windows, cedar deck with 
ramp, plus shed. 3973 Walker. 
Great Buy. $89,700 250-635- 
9530 (1 5p6) 
GOING BANKRUPT? Havea di- 
vorce or estate to settle? I buy 
property in BC. Mountainside 
Property Mngnt 1-250-574- 
7774 
3 BEDROOM home in Copper- 
side Estates. Large lot, n/g heat, 
quiet subdivision, fenced with 
Your private Sale Solution 
I Looking to sell 
your properties? 
Call us first1 
www.Pmpewuyr.com 
Call Andrea at 
250.632.23 1 8 or 
I .au.34a.7253 
4642#wmnwuvll 28 - wIII##EPARK 
private setting 
wired workshop 
3 bdrm, 2 baths 
sauna, pellet stove 
oak kitchen 
14 X 70 modular 
3 bdrms, 2 baths 
nat. gas f/p, laminate floors 
sk lights $Jo strata fee 
$124,500 ' 
MERIDIAN 
MORTGAGE (KAMLOOPS) 
MORTGAGE BROKERm.mmNOW 
SERVING THE NORTHWEST 
SEARCHlNG FOR THE LOWEST 
MORTGAGE RATE? 
Call STEPHANIE FLaDHAMER at 
250-374-3010 TQDAY For Your Lowest 
RaQe....GUAMNTEED. 
Check out my website & 
Fill out an application online at 
www.mottyag.ekarnloops.com 
l&e driveway. 4685 Copper 
River Road. $89,500 250-635- 
1574 (20pl) 
I 
0 0  0 - I $4,995.00 I 
THREE QUARTERHORSES 
Geldings Bay, Buckskin, Blue 
Roan, 3 - 11 years. Call Harry 
Houlden 150-846-9804 Telkwa 
(1 8P3) 
20 HEAD Highlander cattle. 
includes 1 bull, 5-7 cows, year- 
lings and calves. Call 250-849- 
5466 (18~3) 
7 M HWY. 16 horse sale. June 
10,2006 12 noon. Preview 8 so- 
' cial Friday June 9, 4-9 p.m. BV 
Fairgrounds - Smithers. Qual- 
2004 Yamaha 
$1,295.00 1 PW80 
mini daschunds. Great breeding 
potential $500 each or $900 for I $3,5QO&O I 
pair. 250-635-1 763 (1 9p3) 
KUVASZ PUPPIES. Herd pro- 
tectors, good blood lines, shots 
and dewormed. Ready to go. 
April 21st $500. Call 846-5499 
18p3) 
! M E  GREY and Midnight, 
two fixed tomcats, are looking 
for a new home. Dreferablv in 
the countryside. it;ey are ;sed 
to receiving lots of attention and I ZQOI HQnda I 
good care by their vet. They 
don't mind being separated and XR 250 R 
given away individually. Please 
call 250-635-8892 (20~3) 
PUREBRED TOY poodle pup- 
pies for sale. All colours, tails 
docked and first shot. Ready to 
go in July. $500. Call Poodles 
Plus at 250-638-0052 or 250- 
615-891 8 (20~3) 
! .'OZ'Volkswagen ,Passai 
QJGMC 2600 Crew CAb $35,41)C 
*33,99e 
$1 5,99e 
601.. Auto, 42k 
04 Ford F150 4x4 Supercrew $26,99e 
5.4L., Auto 
04 OMC 2500 Crew 4x4 
6.01. Bose Audio, Captains Chairs, Lo8ded 
t29 Ford Fa58 4x4 D i e s e i ~ 3 Z 9 9 9 c  
XLT Tdm Long Box, Crew Cab, 55 km 
O I  Dodge Ram 4x4 
A/C, 5 Speed. Tow Pack8ge 
O I  Chev 2500 Ext: Cab 4x4es21 
5 Speed, H.D. Long Box 
64Subaru STi $36,995 
a? Mazda Protege LX $1 2;495 
US Honda CivSc $1 2,4SB5 
300 Hp.. Street Legal Rally Car 
Sunroof, t2SVolkrwagen Heated Seats, Jetta CD. 5 Speed &g!Wl 7,495 
5 Speed. 2.0L.. CD 
4 Door. 5 Speed, 1.7L. , 
US Mazda Protege "5" 5,995 
Auto, Leather. Moonroof 
Auto, AC, Cruise -*I 3,395 US Chrysier P.T. Cruiser 
M Pontiac Qrand AM 
Auto. PW/PL. ABS 
96 Pontlac Qrand Prlx *4,99s 
Auto, Power Package 
09 Subaru Outback $21,495 
$1 7,995 
Ql Subaru Outback $1 9,995 
A/C, Cruise. Auto 
QP Subaru Forester 'S' 
Auto, Fully Loaded, 48k 
OS Subaru Forester AWD 
AC. Auto, P/W/L, 75k 
AC, Cruise, Auto, 85k 
US Suzuki XL7 4x4 $1 6,995 
AIC, Power Group, V6 
99 Subaru Forester 'S' e$9,995 
Auto, PW/PL 
97 GMC Safari 
8 Passanger 
Auto, A/C, Cruise 
"Loaded". 1 73k, 4.3L.. Auto 
e $2 1,495 
97 Subaru lmpreza 
96 QMC Jimmy 4x4 $6,995 
Adrian AuPiat Bent Ddong Mark Ddong 
Highway d6E. Terrace 0 DL#~oM 
'. - .  
$$gAmeml!IQ-$jj@j * Bank says NO! * We say YES! * Bankrupt? * No Credit? 
' * Bad Credit? 
No Pmbleml 
You wofk, You Drive! 
''0" Down 0.a.c. 
I AW'd& I 
I .  - I 
www.DreamTeamAuto.com 
1 -800-91 0-6402 
Free Dellvery For RC. &AIM 
CITY OF TERRACE 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
ZONING BYLAW AMENDMENT ~ 
TAKE WOTICE THAT application has been made to amen1 
Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw No. 143 1-1 995. 
THE SUBJECT Urn 
The application affects the land, within the City of Terrace, show1 
hatched on the accompanying map and described as: 
Lot 2, District Lot 977, Range 5, Coast District, Plan PRP1365: 
(4305 Munroo Stroot) 3 
THE INTENt; 
To amend Schedule "A" (Zoning Map) of Zoning Bylaw 1431 
1995 by changing the zoning classification (of the propeq 
shown hatched on the accompanying map: 
F R O M  AR2 (Rural) 
TO: RR2 (Rural SuburBan Rosidontial~ 
To allow for subdivision of the parcel to create two rural residentia 
lots of minimum 2/3 acres in area. 
BYLAW INSPECTION: 
IHE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BYLAW AND RELEVANT 
BACKGRQBND DOCUMENTS MAY BE INSPECTED in the reception 
mea at the Citv of Terrace Public Works Buildina at 5003 
Graham Avenue: Terrace, B.C., between the hours or8:30 a.m. 
IO 4:30 p.m. each day from Monday,. May loth, 2006, to 
ruesday, Mey 23nd, 2005, excluding Saturdays and Sundays 
md holidays (Victoria Day). I ,  
PUBLIC HEARING DETAILS: 
4ny persons wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
3pplication may do so in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
PUBLIC HEARING TO BE HELD IN THE MUMICIPAL COUNCIL 
[#AMBERS, AT EO0 P.M. ON TUESDAY, MAY 23RD, 2006. 
rHlS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT ACT. R.S.B.C., 1996, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
RON POOLE, Chief Administrative Officer 
NOTICE TO 
CREDITORS AND 
OTHERS 
Notice is Hereby Given that Credi- 
tars and others, having claims 
against he Estate of 
WllllAM HECTOR ROSS, 
formerly of Stewart, 
British Columbia, 
Deceased, who died on  January 
16, 2006, are hereby required 
to send particulars thereof to the 
undersigned executor, c /o  Wil- 
l iam D. Ross, PO Box 72 l ,  Siew- 
art, B.C. VOT 1 WO on  o r  before 
June 8/06, after which date the 
estate's assets wil l be  distributed, 
having regard only to the claims 
that have been received. 
Wil l iam Ross, Executor. 
7658 (1 8p3) ' chcel~ out our si@ 01 uii r ~ r  edvortiring inhmmtion 
BC TIMBER SALES 
CALLING FOR TENDERS 
Forest Senrice R o d  Sign Installation 
ENTSKOITIF-410 
SealedTendersforthefollowing ENTSKOTTIF-410 Forest Sewice Road Sign Installation 
Coritract will be received by the Timber Sales Manager, Tenace Tlmber Sales Office, 
Skoena Business Area, 200-5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, BC V8G 1L1 on the date 
shown below, at which lime ail lenders will be opened In public: 
Contract w: 
Contact: Brian Bailey, Engineenng Technician 
Cbsing Date: 
Viewing of this site prior to submitting a bid is not mandatory. 
me successful Contractor must meet the eligibility requiments as outlined in the 
Conditions of Tender. Tenders must be submitted in accordance with the,terms and 
conditions specified in the tender package. The lowest priced or any lender will not 
necessanly be accepted. Contract Award is subJect to funding being available at the 
lime. 
The particulars may be obtained from the receptionist at (25O)63&51OO or at the above 
address. An electronic version of this notice and particulan package is avallable on 
BC Bid. Further information may be obtained by conta 
Engineering Technician. 
E22@ * - 
7 
0 
EMSKOTTIF-410 ~ 
June 1,2006 B 1000 a.m. 
Phone: (250) 638-5117 " 
I 61 2 - The Terrace Standard, Wednesdav, Mav 17,2006 
nament. Sports include 
masters, men's, women's 
and mixed youth soccer and 
mixed scrub (minimum of 
three women on the field at 
all times). The first games go 
at 3 p.m. Friday. For more 
info call recreation coordi- 
nator Gitwangak Band, Ja- 
son I-Iarris at 250-849-559 1. 
May 20 
BC' Seniors Games Zone 
10 holds its regular monthly 
meeting at the Happy Gang 
Centre starting at 1:30 p.m. 
For more details, call Betty 
I 
I 
i at 635-3352. 
THE RULES HAVE CHANGED... 
If  you're going to drive a boat with a motor, 
prepare to get carded. 
For years.concemed Canadians have pushed for mandatory boater ducalion to reduce l e  200 lives 
1st and estimated 6,000 boating incidents on Canadian waterways annually. 
Previously anybod of any age could opente any type of boat with no training or educafion of any 
nd. And children o!any age could o rate a powerboat regardless of size or horsepower. Things 
tanged for recreational boaters on ApriE, 1999. 
landatory boater education: By 2009, all Canadian recreational boaters r i l l  require a Pleasure Craft 
'pentor Card (PCO card) to drive ? boat powered by a motor. 
low to get arded:  ?he Canadian Coast Guard PCO card is earned by scoring 75% on a test of basic 
oaling saiety knowledge. This lifelime cerfftcation must k canied onboard by opentors of all 
leasure cnft powered by a motor. 
Take the BOATcourse,or take the BOAT Study Guide home and take the test when you're ready. 
loat Operator Accredited 'hainin (BOAT) is accredited b Canadian Coast Guard. 
The BOAT course teaches all t f e  safe boating knorle&c required by Coast Guard to earn the 
'leasure Cnft Opentor Card. 
The BOAT course is highly recommended for youth and for adults with little or no boating 
xperience or training. Classroom only includes the BOAT Study Guide and Pleasure Craft Opentor 
:ard for those who pass l e  test. 
(ew Restriction affect kids: Until 1999, children of any age could opente a power boat regardless of 
ize or horsepower. New fedenl regulations matching boat power witli capability and maturity are now' 
n effect. 
Youl  under 16 years may not operate boats above certain pwer  limits unless accompanied in the 
mt and directly supervised by someone 16 years or older. 
yew safety uipment requirements: All boaters are affected by new safety equipment requirements. 
'or example~ifcuving cushions are no longer approved personal flotation devices. Buoyant heaving 
ines are a new re uirement as of 1999 for most boats. 
he BOAT Study\uide features a complete rundown 
)n equipment requiremmts. 
For more information on taking the B.0A.T. course o r  receiving the B.0A.T. Study Guide to 
obtain your Canadian Coast Guard Pleasure Craft Operaior card, contacl: Terrace Aquatic 
Centre, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, BC. V8C 2x8 o r  Ph (250) 615-3030 or Fax: (250) 615-3010 
o r  St. John's Ambulance a t  4443 Keith Avenue, Terrare or Ph: (250) 6354500 or  Fan: (250) 
635-5524 o r  email: terrace@bcsiasa 
H you are o p t i n g  a pleasure craft, and have a fixed or porlabie madne radio, you are requlred by law to have a 
RestrMed O p l o l s  Certificate (Marillme). 
A Radio Ucence is no longer required, bul you must have a Radio Operator's Certificate. 
Canadian Powe! Sail Squadrons (CPS) has been delegated authority to issue the Resttided Opefator's 
cnwicate(Marltime). CPS OHMS a course on the p r o p  use and procedures for marine radio, howstudy rnatedal 
and examlnatlnn opportun'k. Check our web sHe lor a location near you, or industry Canada at:Wmr.lc.gc.ca. 
CPS offers an dine course of mateiiai lo download a t  w . c ~ s s c ~ . o ~  
rERRACE AOUATIC CENTRE BOAT EXAMS 
mF%RABLY WEDNES&Y E V E N I k S :  
$32 10 
with Study Guide 
\RE FFERED ON A DR P-IN BA§I 
he id  Emtermrises Ltd 1 
t "  I 
WAL*MART" 
4427 Highway 16 West, 
Terrace, B .C. 
lu St. John Ambulance 
)You can prepare for the exam free 
of charge by visiting the St. John 
Ambulance at wwwsja .ca/bc 
Free u n l i m i t e d  access t o  an o n l i n e  b o a t i n g  s a f e t y  course 
e Free d o w n l o a d s  of a course m a n u a l  and s t u d y  a i d s  
Support v i a  a t o i l - f r e e  i n f o r m a t i o n  l i n e  
Why Pay More? 
The test fee is only $25.This fee (one of the lowest in Canada) 
includes the exam. a Temporary Opentor Card. and the pernianent ' Canadian Coast Guard Pleasure Craft Opentor Card. 
FRIENDLY, KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF 
8-1 3690 1-800-3 1 4-1 
5008 AGAR AV-ENUE, TERR 
Q .BPEN.7.DAVS A WEE 
r Providing coverage for your: 
Jet Skis Pleasurecraft 
River Boats Travel Trailers 
I PARAGON INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD, 
106-4717 LAKELSE AVENUE TERRACE 1 PH: 635-6371 1-888-549-5552 -;d 
A division of Terrace & Di 
Credit Union 
I 
SCM Even&: 
Saddlebronc, Bareback, Bull Riding, Team Roping, Breakaway 
Roping, Novice Bareback, Novice Saddlebronc. 10 & Under 
Barrels. Calf Roping, Steer Wrestling. Ladies Barrel Racing, Jr. 
Steer Riding, Jr. Barrels, Jr. Breakaway Roping 
Local Evenis: 
World Champion announcer Keith Dinwoodie: G.J. Rodeo 
Company & the "Bucking Babies of 2006: The Kispiox Valley 
Mounted Drill Team, Beef BBQ, Pancake Breakfast. Vendors 
Riverside Camping, Rodeo Clown & Entertainer Wayne Reay, 
Lops of Excitement! June 3 & 4,2006 
Rodeo starts at  1 :00 pm both days 
Sanctioned by the BCRA & the NRA e Race, Open Pole Bending, 
$15/day or $20/weekend 
$lO/day or $15/weekend for seniors & students 
Riverside Camping $1 O/day & Lead, Local Barrel Racing, LHtfe Rodeo in the Westf 
L f 1 ' 4  
